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Abstract
Reduction sensitization, sulfur sensitization and sulfur-plus-gold sensitization are the
major methods used in chemical sensitization to improve the sensitivity of the primitive
photographic silver halide emulsions. Emulsions containing octahedral and cubic grains
are of research interest. To study the electronic properties of the sensitizing centers
and the mechanism of how sensitizing centers affect the latent-image formation, ap
proaches including sensitometry, reciprocity failure, long wavelength sensitivity, diffuse
reflectance spectroscopy (DRS), etc. are utilized.
The results of the morphology effect study in reduction sensitization suggest that the
octahedral emulsion has the potential to achieve a higher maximum speed increase,
due to fewer number of available sites for silver cluster formation on cubic surfaces.
Gelatin concentration studies showed that the gelatin and/or impurities do play a role
in silver cluster formation by high pH treatment. The precise role of
OH~
is uncertain.
Other researchers questioned our assigning the peak at 474 nm in DRS to hole-removing
silver clusters. Photobleaching experiment excluded the possibility of electron-trapping
center and confirmed the earlier assignment.
To study the gold effect in sulfur-plus-gold sensitization, octahedral and cubic emulsions
sensitized by sulfur-plus-gold with gold added at 40 C either before or after sulfur
sensitization were prepared. Gold can enhance the thiosulfate conversion on cubic
grains but not on octahedral grains. Core-shell octahedral emulsions were used to
increase the intrinsic and long wavelength sensitivity of the emulsions without surface
sensitization. The energy level of the electronic trap associated with silver-gold-sulfide
centers shifts up slightly relative to silver-sulfide centers. The electronic effect of gold
in addition to its latensification effect is dependent on emulsion property and sulfur
sensitizing level.
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Since the Daguerreotype was invented by L. Jacques M. Daguerre in 1839
m
researchers have never stopped working on improving the sensitivity of the primitive
(i.e., the raw, unsensitized) silver halide emulsions and studying the mechanism of the
sensitization. Silver halide photographic materials have been associated with gelatin in
most cases. The gelatin, containing various amino acid groups and impurities, acts to do
more than just stabilizing the silver halide dispersion, and adds much complexity to the
emulsion-gelatin system. After about a hundred and sixty years of exploration, our
knowledge in this area is still limited due to the complexity of the emulsion-gelatin
system and the difficulties of observing the products of the microscopic reactions taking
place in light-sensitive materials.
Chemical sensitization has been indispensable in increasing the low intrinsic sensitivity
of the unsensitized emulsions. Sulfur sensitization, sulfur-plus-gold sensitization and
reduction sensitization are the principle types of sensitization. The sensitizers are added
during digestion of the emulsion, before exposure, to produce sensitization centers that
facilitate the latent-image formation during exposure, and/or to affect latent-image
development. The sensitivity improvement ofthe emulsion can be as much as lOOx.
Chemical sensitization can enhance long wavelength sensitivity as well.
*
See references list at the end ofChapter 2.
The nature and electronic properties of the sensitization centers directly affect the
sensitometric behavior such as speed, reciprocity failure, and long wavelength sensitivity.
The understanding of these effects is far from clear at present. In our work we will focus
on the nature and electronic properties of the sensitization centers and the effect they
bring in chemical sensitization. The information about the composition, energy levels,
etc. of the sensitizing centers can be derived and the proof for some already existing
hypotheses can be provided by deploying the methods of sensitometry, long wavelength
sensitivity and its temperature dependence, diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) and
some supplemental approaches that treat the coatings such as gold latensification and
gold removal by cyanide. Finally, a postulated mechanism of the latent-image formation
will be submitted to explain the sensitometric phenomena.
Chapter 2: Background Information on Chemical Sensitization
2.1 Silver Halide Composition, Structure and Morphology
Silver halides for photographic imaging include silver bromide, silver chloride, silver
iodide and their mixtures. Pure Agl is not used because of its poor development
characteristics. The silver halide composition ofthe grain is dictated by the applications.
Camera films usually use AglBr grains, with the iodide portion ranging from a few to 20
mole percent or even higher. Here iodide is used for several reasons. In color imaging it
contributes to the adsorption of spectral sensitizing dyes and promotes partial grain
development, an important feature in controlling the graininess ofthe final image. Iodide
released during color development also can diffuse into adjacent imaging layers, leading
to desirable interimage effects. It is also claimed that
I"
can improve the efficiency of
latent-image formation. Silver bromide is often used in medical x-ray systems. AgCl and
AgBrCl grains are used in print papers and graphic arts applications where their rapid
development and fixing is an advantage. In print paper and graphic arts applications,
where high contrast D-log E curves are required, monodisperse emulsions are used. In
film, low contrast, long latitude D-log E curves are desired, and multiple monodisperse
emulsions are used.
Silver bromide dominates in black-and-white photographic chemistry. The grains are
composed mainly of silver bromide, with sometimes a very small portion of silver iodide
or silver chloride. The crystal structure of silver bromide is face-centered cubic (fee), i.e.,
each silver ion is surrounded by six bromide ions, and likewise for each bromide ion. The
unit cell for silver bromide has an edge length of 5.77 A.
The grains used in photographic emulsions are also called microcrystals, for which the
most important specifications are the size, volume and morphology. The order ofthe size
ranges from tenths of microns to microns. For photographic use, three types of
morphologies are of interest: cubic, octahedral and tabular grains. Cubic grains have
surfaces described by the Miller index (100), and octahedral grains have (1 1 1) surfaces.
In this work, the emulsions contain one of these two types of grains. Figure 2-1 shows an
electronic microscope image ofoctahedral and cubic silver bromide grains.
Figure 2-1: Electronic microscope image of octahedral (left) and cubic (right) silver bromide grains.
Real silver halide crystals are not perfect and there always exist some imperfections. A
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Figure 2-2: Frenkel defect is formed when a lattice silver ion jumps into the interstitial position, and
forms an interstitial silver ion and a vacancy pair [54]
A silver ion at the surface does not have six neighboring halide ions, unlike the silver
ions in the bulk of the crystal. A kink site is a jog formed along the crystal plane step,
with only three neighboring ions (Figure 2-3). Silver ions at positive kink sites are
important resources for interstitial silver ions. At a kink site electronic charge is not
balanced. A positive kink site with three neighboring bromide ions carries +1/2 e charge*.
One silver ion at the kink site could go sub-surface and form a silver interstitial, leaving a
negative kink site behind. However, not all surface silver ions are located at kink sites.
For example, on the cubic grain surface, the surface silver ions in flat regions with five
nearest neighboring bromide ions around are not at kink sites (Figure 2-3).
e: the unit of electric charge. It has the value of 1 .6x1
0"1
C.
m-*i :t-|Oi* j :>
Figure 2-3: Kink site on the surface of a silver bromide grain [54]
Another form of imperfection is dislocation. A dislocation is a linear defect caused by a
partial plane missing from the perfect lattice structure (Figure 2-4). It could be formed
during the formation ofthe grain or by applying the appropriate pressure to the film layer.




Figure 2-4: Dislocation is a linear defect caused by partial plane missing from the perfect lattice
structure
2.2 Photographic Gelatin
Photographic emulsions contain two primary components: silver halide grains and
gelatin. Photographic gelatin is a polypeptide composed of amino acids. Eighteen kinds
of amino acids are found in gelatin. The composition varies for different gelatins. For
example, methionine (Met) is 0.45% in Konica KG-4322, 0.75% in Kazan 2, and 0.11%
inNitta P-3201 gelatin, by weight m.
Reducing power, characterized by photographic gold value, is the reducing ability of




gelatin. The correlation between [Met] and reducing power has been
determined '2|. During the manufacturing of photographic gelatin, most of the active
sulfur and other reducing components (including the impurities) contained in the raw
material can be removed by proper treatment, mostly by oxidation. The treatment time,
procedure, reagent and the extent of the treatment have to be carefully selected. In order
to ensure the constancy and homogeneity of gelatin products, a proper level of
methionine should be maintained '.
The gelatin can affect emulsion precipitation and chemical sensitization. Metallic silver
can be produced by the reducing substances present in the gelatin |31, such as Met which
is normally less than 1% by weight Hl. Another amino acid cysteine (Cys), which is
present only in trace amounts in photographic emulsions,
also contains sulfur. The labile
sulfur atom in the gelatin can react with silver ions to form silver sulfide. The impurities,
although very low in concentration, can possess considerable photographic activity. Due
to the inevitable impurities, both inorganic, such as Ca, Mg, Pb, Nitrite, etc., and organic,
such as glycoproteins, nucleic acids, aldehydes, cysteine, etc., the AgX-gelatin system is
very complicated and it is hard to monitor and determine the reactions and processes.
The importance of the photographic gelatin is demonstrated in more than just providing
reducing agents and impurities. The amino acid backbone is thought to be responsible for
the peptizing properties of gelatin (dispersing the system to form a colloid). The gelatin
adsorbs to the surface of silver halide, preventing the grains from clumping. The types of
gelatins used have effects on the silver halide grain morphology during the crystal
growth. This also enables a morphology control during silver halide crystal growth. The
reversible gelling properties of gelatin, which convert the emulsion into a semi-solid form
on cooling, are of great value in the coating process. The gelatin also plays a role as a
halide acceptor. The photolytically-produced halide can be removed by the components
ofgelatin such as tyrosine, histidine and methionine.
2.3 Overview of Latent-Image Formation
The model of latent-image formation, known as nucleation and growth model, was
proposed and formulated by many researchers including Gurney-Mott 1S|, Berg et al. '",
Seitz ,7', and Bayer and Hamilton '8|. The process is briefly described in Figure 2-5. When
the silver halide emulsion is exposed, it absorbs light with band gap energy or greater,
typically with the wavelength in the range of 400-475 run. Photoelectron and photohole
pairs are produced and separated, entering the conduction band and the valence band,
respectively. The electrons can be captured by electron traps in the band gap. Impurities
















Figure 2-5: A brief description of latent-image formation [54]
gelatin became popular. The possible electron traps can be the crystal defects such as
kink sites and dislocations for unsensitized emulsions, and the sensitization centers for
sensitized emulsions. Dopants, such as metal ions with high electronic charges, can be
added during precipitation to increase the disorder ofthe crystal. An interstitial silver ion
can be captured by an electron trap with an electron already captured there, forming a
silver atom, which is again an electron trap. Repeating the electron capture and interstitial
silver ion capture at the same site results in a growing silver cluster, namely the
latent-
image or latent-subimage. Finally, the latent-images are developed by the developer.
During development the silver halide grains that have at least one latent-image are
reduced to silver grains and those grains without a latent-image, remain as silver halide.
The latter are dissolved by the fixer in the fixing process and washed away. The negative
image is then displayed by silver. The optical density formed after processing is a
function ofthe amount of light absorbed by the film, as well as how efficiently the grains
use the absorbed light.
The minimum latent-image size for the unsensitized silver bromide emulsion is 4~6 silver
atoms '9|. Silver clusters smaller than this size are called latent-subimage and are not
developed under normal developing conditions. Ideally, if light absorption, nucleation
and growth processes are efficient enough, the average number of absorbed photons per
grain needed to make half of the grains developable, namely the quantum sensitivity, can
be as small as four, for optimum developing conditions. However, in real life the
quantum sensitivity is more than 100-200 absorbed photons/grain for unsensitized
emulsions. Some competitive reactions take place besides latent-image formation. Of
these the most prevalent one is the recombination ofthe photoelectron and photohole.
The photographic sensitivity ofthe primitive silver halide emulsions is too low and it has
to be improved for practical use. Chemical sensitization is the process of adding chemical
sensitizers to the emulsion during digestion to change the properties of the silver halide
grains. The effect could be one or more of enhancing the efficiency of the photoelectron
trapping, capturing holes so that the
hole/electron recombination is suppressed,
stabilizing the silver clusters, and improving developability. The most widely used
10
chemical sensitizations are reduction sensitization, sulfur sensitization and sulfur-plus-
gold sensitization.
2.4 Reduction Sensitization
Reduction sensitization was discovered later than sulfur sensitization. The concept of
reduction sensitization was introduced by Lowe et al. in 1951 |101. Wood reduction
sensitized
"inert"
emulsion with silver digestion at low pAg and high pH ,55). The
impurities and some components in raw gelatin, such as MET |3], can carry out reduction
sensitization. The intentionally added sensitizers are reducing agents such as
dimethylamineborane (DMAB), stannous chloride (SnCl2), hydrazine, silver digestion at
low pAg or high pH, etc. Hydrogen hypersensitization was the last one recognized as
reduction sensitization |n|. The reaction in reduction sensitization can be generally
depicted as:
Ag+
+ Red^ Ag +
Redox
where Red is the reducing agent. Silver atoms are formed as the result of reduction
sensitization on the surface of the emulsion grain. The accumulation of two or more
silver atoms produces a silver cluster, which is usually the sensitization center.
2.4. 1 Sensitizing centers composition and size
The nature ofthe sensitizing centers are identical no matter which sensitizer is used. The
smallest sensitizing center is a silver cluster formed by two silver atoms. Large silver
clusters can also be produced ,12'. If a silver cluster is large enough to trigger
development even without the grain being exposed, it is a fog center.
II31
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2.4.2 P centers or R centers
As early as 1967, Spencer, Brady and Hamilton suggested that in reduction sensitization,
some of the sensitizer centers are able to act as nuclei on which latent-image silver can
grow efficiently |561. They found two distinct types of silver centers produced by
reduction sensitization. One type of centers correspond to the centers revealed by gold
latensification without exposure, and the other one correspond to the large silver specks
after exposure. The latter are able to trap electrons, whereas the former remove holes.
A nomenclature was introduced by Hamilton and Baetzold
,ls|
to distinguish between the
two types of silver clusters. The P centers are the photolytically produced silver clusters
and the R centers are chemically produced silver clusters. However, later P centers and R
centers were differentiated by their electronic properties, i.e., P centers capture electrons,
whereas R centers remove holes. Therefore, whether the silver clusters are produced by
exposure or chemical sensitization is of no importance. In fact, more interest is focused
on those formed by chemical sensitization. Some workers only saw R centers, whereas
some others saw both.
|14' 16"20'.
Dautrich, Granzer, Moisar and Palm proposed that the two kinds of silver clusters,
namely that produced by chemical sensitization and that produced by exposure, are
identical |13'. Spencer and Marchetti disagreed with this conclusion |S71. Now it is
commonly believed that the two kinds of centers are different.
Mitchell proposed that the silver clusters with the property of electron trapping could be
those having positive charge by adsorbing a silver ion |581. Now most agree that they
differ from each other by locations. P centers are formed at positive kink sites and R
centers are formed at neutral sites |16'17'18'211. Under mild sensitization conditions only R
12
centers are formed, while under severe conditions like excessive sensitizer, very high pH,
prolonged digestion time, etc., P center may also be produced. Hailstone suggested that
the centers formed under severe conditions in addition to R centers are not P centers, but
some shallow electron traps having no effect on photographic sensitivity |221.
2.4.3 Mechanism and sensitometric effect
The sensitizing center can capture a photohole and decay during exposure, leaving a










The last three steps are sometimes referred to as the extra electron mechanism.
As pointed out earlier, the main inefficiency of the usage of the photons is the
recombination of photoproduced electrons and holes. The probability of this
recombination is reduced when the photoholes can be captured by the reduction
sensitizing centers. The capture of electrons at traps is enhanced and so is the
latent-
image formation. Thus, the photographic sensitivity of the emulsion is improved. The
sensitization center will disappear with consecutive hole capture and decaying steps.
Unlike sulfur and sulfur-plus-gold sensitization, where the surface speed is enhanced at
the expense of internal speed, in reduction sensitization both surface and internal speed
increase |12'. The sensitizing centers, although being the same composition as
13
photoproduced silver clusters and also located on the surfaces ofthe grains, are formed at
neutrally charged sites rather than positively charged sites. They do not capture electrons
and grow during exposure and do not become developable in development because the
electron capture process is not favored by electronic charges
113' U]. Therefore, reduction
sensitization does not direct latent-image locations because the latent-image centers are
not formed at the same sites as the sensitization centers, contrary to the case of sulfur and
sulfur-plus-gold sensitizations.
The primitive emulsion suffers from low irradiance reciprocity failure (LIRF. See more
in section 3.2.1). The hole removal function ofthe reduction sensitizing centers reduces
electron loss to recombination and effectively increases the stability of the single silver
atom produced by exposure. Thus the nucleation process is facilitated and LIRF is
reduced. Reduction sensitization does not introduce high irradiance reciprocity failure
(HIRF. See more in section 3.2.1). Fog may be caused by oversensitization. The large
silver clusters can accept electrons from the developer during development, acting like a
latent-image.
2.4.4 High pH sensitization
High pH is one way of sensitization by digesting silver at relatively high pH conditions.
Some components that have reducing capability act like sensitizers. The relationship
between the grain size and the sensitivity in high-pH sensitized emulsions was studied by
DiFrancesco, Pryor, Tyne and Hailstone |48'. The octahedral grains demonstrate a linear
relationship between grain size and sensitivity
until the grain edge length is larger than
1.22 pm. No oversensitization is observed in the pH range studied (pH 5.6-11.5). This
14
suggests that high pH sensitization is an effective method to introduce hole-removing
centers.
2.5 Sulfur and Sulfur-Plus-Gold Sensitization
2. 5. 1 Gold Effect During Sensitizing
2.5.1.1 Sulfiding
Sulfur sensitization can be achieved by the compounds containing labile sulfur such as
thiosulfate, thiourea, N-methyl-2-thiosuccinimide (NMT), etc. Sulfur sensitization
involves two processes, namely sulfiding, during which Ag2S monomer is formed, and
aggregation, whose product is silver sulfide oligmers.
2.5.1.1.1 Sulfiding in the absence of gold
When the sulfur sensitizer is added to an emulsion system that has gelatin and silver
halide, typically silver bromide, the first step is that the compound with labile sulfur
adsorbs on the silver halide grain surface and breaks apart to release the labile sulfur to
form silver sulfide monomer. For example, the reaction for thiosulfate as sensitizer is
,23'
:




(sol or lattice) "> Ag2S203
The latter is not stable and will decompose to silver sulfide:
Ag2S203+H2O^Ag2S+S042"+2H+
Essentially, the bromide ion is substituted by a sulfide ion in the crystal lattice. To
compensate for the excess negative charge on the sulfide anion, an interstitial
Ag+
ion
should move to subsurface or surface near the sulfur. Thus, a Ag2S monomer is formed.
2.5.1.1.2 The catalytic function of gold during sulfiding
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Kinetically the gold addition in this stage can catalyze the sulfiding process and shorten
the sulfiding time. Different labile sulfur containing compounds show different sulfiding
rates. In the case of thiourea as sulfur sensitizer, in which sulfiding is the rate determining
step, the gold catalyzes the sulfide deposition step |24'. Therefore, it has dramatic catalytic
effect on sulfiding. Gold can also accelerate sulfiding rate when thiosulfate is the sulfur
sensitizer |2S|. For emulsions sensitized with NMT, the decomposition of this compound
occurs in less than 1 minute, the aggregation of sulfides is rate determining, and no
catalytic effect of gold is observed ,24'. Although the rate of sulfiding is increased, the
reaction does not proceed further in the presence of gold given sufficient reaction time.
2.5.1.2 Aggregation ofAg2S Specks
2.5.1 .2.1 Aggregation in the Absence of Gold
The first step, the adsorption of the sulfur sensitizer and the formation of silver sulfide
monomer, might be different for different kinds of sulfur sensitizers. But the aggregation
ofthe monomers should be independent ofthe sulfur sensitizer used.
In most cases, the aggregation of silver sulfide specks is the slow reaction. The product of
this reaction is sensitization centers and they will become electron traps that capture the
photoelectron, facilitating their reaction with silver interstitials to form silver clusters.
The study of sulfur and sulfur-plus-gold sensitization has focused on how the
sensitization centers are formed, their electronic properties, and what kind of
sensitometric properties they cause and why.
It was commonly thought that the sulfur deposits
on the silver halide grain surface and
forms silver sulfide monomers very quickly, followed by the second step during which




view, the dimer is two monomers on the silver bromide surface that happen
to be neighbors. They proposed that the sulfide dimer, trimer and larger specks begin to
form at the same time as sulfide ions are deposited on (111) surface Br'-planes, which
suggests the aggregation does not happen or is not necessary.
2.5.1 .2.2 Aggregation with Gold Present
During the digestion with sulfur-plus-gold, it is commonly believed the formation of the
silver sulfides is followed by the substitution of silver ion by gold ion
[27' 281. Cash found
that essentially the gold sensitization took much less time, ca. 4 min., than it took for
sulfur sensitization under his experimental condition, in which a 1.7 pm diameter
polyhedral bromoiodide emulsion was used ,29'. The two processes in sulfur-plus-gold
sensitization, namely sulfur sensitization and gold sensitization, are kinetically separable.
The gold sensitizer could be added at anytime during the sulfur digestion to give the same
sensitometric properties. Spencer found that gold treatment of a 0.4 pm octahedral AgBr
emulsion after sulfur sensitization but before exposure, namely hypersensitization, has
almost the same effect on sensitivity as gold added before or during sulfur sensitization
[30]
The addition of gold retards both the formation of the digestion fog and the optimum
digestion time, and the retardation was shown to be a function of the dose of gold
sensitizer and not dependent on the sulfur sensitizer'291. The retardation effect ofthe gold
is like that ofthe organic stabilizers such as 4-hydroxy-6-methyl-l,3,3a,7-tetraazaindene
(TAI) but not as strong. Cash proposed a mechanism involving the chelation of adsorbed
sulfide bridging with a gold ion and silver ions, which restricts the migration of the
adsorbed sulfide or its dissociation from a sulfide speck |291.
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Van Doorselaer and Charlier |26' tried to modify the sulfide dimer model for the
mechanism of sulfur and sulfur-plus-gold sensitization. Their discussions were mainly
about (111) surface so it might not be extendable to (100) surfaces. They concluded that
gold does not deposit on sulfide monomer, but does on sulfide oligomers. To be
consistent with the fact that gold can be added at any time during sulfur sensitization, the
rate of sulfur-plus-gold sensitization is determined by the sulfur sensitization, namely the
aggregation of monomers to form dimers, trimers, etc., which is a slow process. The
molar ratio of deposited gold to sulfur at optimized sulfur-plus-gold sensitization is
Au/S=0.1 to 0.15, corresponding to the compositions of silver gold sulfide of
Ag1.90Auo.10S to Ag1.s5Auo.15S. Van Doorselaer also determined the composition of
Ag1.90Auo.10S for the optimal sensitization of a 1.0 pm cubo-octahedral emulsion which
corresponds to 5% substitution of silver ion by gold ion. Increasing gold ion
concentration leads to increasing substitution degree.
2.5.1 .2.3 The Function of Thiocyanate Ion
Thiocyanate is often used in addition to sulfur and sulfur-plus-gold sensitization in
practical chemical sensitization, but its function was not much known until Charlier and
coworkers
|311
investigated the topic by applying the combination of diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy (DRS) and radio tracer analysis as a tool.
Addition of
SCN"
to the unsensitized emulsion does not affect the absorption spectra, but
results in a change ofboth the free silver and silver interstitial concentration. In this case,
the desensitization effect of
SCN"
is observed, i.e., both sensitivity and fog decrease. It is
suggested that
SCN"
impedes the lattice silver ions moving to interstitial positions and
moving on to the surface to form silver atom during exposure |30a).
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When the thiocyanate is added before the sulfur ripening, high thiocyanate amount (5
mmole/mole Ag) can enhance the sulfide deposition. AgSCN or
Ag(SCN)2"
could adsorb
at the positive kink sites on the surface of AgBr. The Kubelka-Munk (KM) absorption
value (K/S) decreases because the silver interstitials are complexed by thiocyanate and
are separated from silver sulfide specks. However, the interstitials retain some mobility,
in contrast with the case of TAI where they are totally blocked. When the thiocyanate is
added after the sulfur ripening, the K/S value decreases at wavelengths below 600 nm
and increases above 600 nm, indicating a transformation from silver sulfide monomer to
dimer. The thiocyanate transports silver interstitials to the location where more sulfide
ions are present |26'30a'.
When the thiocyanate is added to the emulsion sensitized with sulfur-plus-gold, the
gold-
uptake decreases for the emulsion with high amounts of sulfide. The K/S value of the
sulfur sensitized emulsion decreases dramatically when gold is added, but that can be
completely restored by addition of thiocyanate for 505 nm, partly restored for 560 nm
and not affected for 610 nm absorption. The authors proposed that gold ions that are
bound between sulfide and bromide ions are easily removed when high concentration of
SCN"
are present in the solution, but the gold ions bridging between two or three sulfide
ions are not removable. The absorption at 505 nm, 560 nm and 610 nm are assigned to
silver sulfide monomer, dimer and trimer, respectively.
2.5.1.2.4 Fog and Oversensitization
If the digestion time is too long or excessive sulfur sensitizer is added in sulfur
sensitization, the fog level may increase, and oversensitization could happen. This fog is
called
"digestion"
fog, and fortunately it usually appears at a sulfur concentration higher
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than that giving the optimum sensitization. Tani attributed the composition of the
digestion fog centers to silver sulfide clusters of larger size than sensitization centers 1101.
The energy levels of these centers are low enough to accept electrons directly from
developer, leading to formation of developable silver clusters.
In gold sensitization there is another source of fog, called
"premature"
fog by Cash [291. It
appears before the onset of digestion fog and increases with increasing gold sensitizer
level. Unlike the digestion fog, the premature fog can be removed by mild oxidizing
agents, indicating that the fog centers are metallic gold.
Our experiments show that when some emulsions are sensitized with gold alone, or at
higher concentrations with sulfur alone, the fog levels are increased. We ascribe the fog
in the former case as premature fog catalyzed by pre-existing silver clusters and that in
the later case as digestion fog. When the emulsion is sensitized with sulfur-plus-gold,
although each ofthe sensitizers alone can cause fog, the combination shows very low fog
level. The decrease of premature fog is due to the gold ions incorporating into the sulfide
containing sensitization centers, thus less gold(I) undergoes the disproportion reaction to
form gold atoms. On the other hand, the energy levels ofthe sulfur sensitization centers
are raised due to the incorporation of the gold. The higher energy levels can not accept
electrons from the developers anymore and the fog is decreased.




view, the body centered cubic Ag2S is the source of
fog. It forms a continuous series of solid solution with Au2S. When the emulsion
sensitized with sulfur-plus-gold has excess gold in it, the crystallographic structure of
Ag2S changes from body-centered cubic to simple cubic, which is accompanied by
decreasing ionic conductivity. This is the reason for the decreased fog.
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2.5.2 Effect on Sensitizing Center Properties
2.5.2.1 Composition
There has been some uncertainty on the nature ofthe sensitizing centers formed in
sulfur-
plus-gold sensitization. It was commonly acknowledged that gold exists in sensitizing
centers, namely silver sulfide specks formed by sulfur sensitization. However, the
researchers do not agree with each other on whether the gold exists in a metallic form or
ionic form.
For the case where no labile sulfur is present, the sensitizing centers contain gold atoms,
as the product of aurous ions being reduced by silver clusters, concluded by Faelens and
Borginon with their coarse grained emulsions |32). These silver clusters were formed
unintentionally during precipitation of the emulsions. A piece of strong evidence was the
fog caused by gold-only sensitization could be photobleached by very low irradiance
exposure. This also indicates that the sensitization specks are hole-trapping centers. Au
ions are reduced by Ag atoms to form Au atoms. However, Trettin and Spencer suggested
that the Au(I) or Au(III) are not reduced by Ag atoms but something else such as a
component in the gelatin |33]. For the case with optimal labile sulfur present, the presence
of gold during development could sufficiently explain the sensitivity increase. Whether
gold exists in metallic format in the silver centers does not bring significant sensitometric
effect comparing with the effect brought by gold development effect, so it is uncertain
whether the sensitizing centers contain metallic gold
specks |32'.
Hirsch prepared samples by first immersing cinepositive-type film in sodium sulfide
solution followed by converting it into silver-gold sulfide by prolonged immersion ofthe
layers in a solution where aurous gold is present |27'. He found silver-gold sulfide
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(AgAuS, Ag3AuS2 or AgAu3S2 depending on the treatment condition and the gold
complexes) formed as the result of the conversion via Ag3AuS2 by using X-ray
florescence analysis to monitor the samples. It should be noted that this procedure of
sulfur sensitization is quite different from the traditional method of sensitization, which
includes a heating process, so the experimental results might not be applicable to other
cases. In this paper it was also mentioned that the aurous gold solution treatment
eliminates the fog in the sulfur overdigested emulsion.
Spencer's work determined the form of gold, at least on the surface of 0.4 pm octahedral
silver bromide ,301. Gold exists in sensitizing centers as Au(I)AgS. The aurous ions
disproportionate with photolytic silver clusters forming gold atoms and Au(III) ions:
Agn+ 3Au(I) - AgnAu2 +Au(III),
where n > 3, and gold latensification shares the same reaction above. Gold
hypersensitization of the sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsion in which gold had been
removed by KCN can reach about the same sensitivity as the sulfur-plus-gold
sensitization without increasing the fog level. If the gold was deposited in the silver
sulfide specks as metallic gold before exposure, the gold clusters should trigger
development and increase fog. So the experimental result suggests the gold deposits on
the sensitizing center in the form of an ion (aurous) rather than metallic form on
sensitizing centers. This is confirmed by ferricyanide bleach treatment ofthe sulfur-plus-
gold sensitized emulsion before exposure, which showed no speed loss. Ifmetallic gold
atoms were present, they would have been removed from the sensitizing centers, causing
a loss of sensitivity.
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The idea that the gold exists in the silver-gold sulfide as the form of gold ion is widely
supported now. Some experiments suggest that the substitution degree of silver ion by
gold ion is about 5% at optimum sensitization level corresponding to the mean form of
Ag1.9Auo.1S
'
\ Under optimal sensitization conditions the ratio of gold to sulfur is
much higher than 0.1, which means most ofthe gold ions do not react, at least do not
react with silver sulfide on the grain surface. Then what is the status for the remaining
gold? Part could be substituting for the lattice silver ions without being involved with
sulfide. However, most should be associated with gelatin |34'.
2.5.2.2 Electronic Properties
Hamilton, Harbison and Jeanmaire used a spectral sensitizing dye to study the electronic
properties of the sensitizing centers formed on the surface of 0.2 and 0.4 pm octahedral
AgBr emulsion by sulfur only or sulfur-plus-gold sensitization |35'. The measurable
temperature dependence of the long wavelength sensitivity supports the hypothesis that
the sulfur-containing sensitizing centers have energy levels within the bandgap of the
silver halide. Contrary to the proposal by Faelens and Borginon ,32', where a coarse grain
emulsion was used, Hamilton and coworkers found the sulfur sensitizing center is a
deeper electron trap than the sulfur-plus-gold center. The temperature dependence of long
wavelength sensitivity showed the trap depth for sulfur and sulfur-plus-gold sensitizing
centers to be 0.33 and 0.19 eV, respectively. Tani and Yoshida proposed a
comprehensive model for sulfur-plus-gold sensitization |361, which was extended from the
model for sulfur sensitization. Because the size ofmonovalent gold ion is larger than that
of the silver ion, when a gold ion substitutes for a silver ion in the silver sulfide center
containing two silver ions, the cross sections ofthe electron trap increases and the depth
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decreases. This proposal is consistent with Hamilton, Harbison and Jeanmaire's
measurement I3S|.
The above experiments were improved by Zhang and Hailstone
|3?l
with a vacuum outgas
system and a set of finer wavelength filters. The samples were vacuum outgassed for 16
hours before exposure to avoid the interference of the oxygen on long wavelength
sensitivity. The long wavelength sensitivity of sulfur sensitization is more temperature
dependent than that of sulfur-plus-gold sensitization. Different from what was claimed by
others, they proposed that the activation energy corresponds to the thermal energy
required to inject a hole into the valence band from the excited state of the sensitizing
center. The deduced electron trap depths suggested sulfur-plus-gold centers were
shallower by -0.05 eV relative to the sulfur centers.
By luminescence-modulation spectroscopy Kanzaki and Tadakuma
,38'
studied the
electronic properties ofthe electron trap in the emulsion grains sensitized with sulfur and
sulfur-plus-gold. They found the electron trap, essentially a sensitizing center, on sulfur
sensitized emulsion, is silver sulfide dimer,
(S2"
Ag2)2. In sulfur-plus-gold sensitization,
the sensitizing centers are (AgxAui.x)S dimers, where gold is present as the form ofAu+.
This was supported by Yoshida, Mifune and Tani with radioisotope technology ,281.
2.5.2.3 Density Function
The first derivative ofthe characteristic curve ofphotographic material, commonly called
gradient function can be used as an approximation of sensitivity distribution function
(SDF), and it can be decomposed to several density functions. Pitt, Rachu and Sahyuun
1391
designated four component density functions for sulfur-plus-gold sensitization,
namely S for sulfur sensitization, Au
for sulfur-plus-gold sensitization, U for
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undersensitization and OVER for oversensitization. The sum of the component
coefficients is the Ag yield, namely, D/Dmax. By keeping track of the component
coefficients it is easy to see which density function dominates in what sensitization stage.
For example, under excessive sensitization condition, cover, the coefficient for over
sensitization density function becomes large, and cs, the coefficient for sulfur
sensitization, decreases quickly with increasing amount of gold sensitizer.
2.5.3 Effect on Latent-Image Formation
2.5.3.1 Sulfur only
It's commonly believed that the latent-image formation follows a nucleation and growth
process
' 1]. Ag2S dimer as sensitizing center serves as electron trap, which captures the
photoelectron followed by capture of an Ag+j to form a Ag atom at a sulfide center.
Repeat of these electronic and ionic steps causes growth ofthe Ag cluster. When the size
reaches a critical size, four to six depending on development conditions, it will catalyze
the development process |9).
2.5.3.2 Effect ofGold
It is commonly acknowledged that gold affects development by reducing the minimum
developable size ofthe latent-image, similar to the function of gold during latensification
I30,32|
j^e g0j^ incorp0rates in silver clusters that are smaller than developable size, such
as three atoms, and a silver atom in silver cluster can be substituted by a gold atom and
form a silver-gold cluster which is stable and has a lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) which is lower than that of a silver cluster. This silver-gold cluster of three
atoms can accept electrons from the developer and initiate development, thus the
minimum developable size of the latent-image is reduced. However, it is also suggested
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that the gold does not substitute for the silver atom but is somehow reduced (by gelatin or
its component) and added to the latent-image to increase the cluster size during gold
latensification |33' 421. The function of gold during development has no effect on low
irradiance exposure but gives significant speed increase for high irradiance exposure,
which eliminates the HIRF caused by sulfur sensitization |431. Harbison and Hamilton also
showed the gold effect on HIRF as a function of the ratio of sulfur to gold sensitizers
used1431.
Unlike the effect of gold during development, whether and how gold has any effect on
latent-image formation is still to be clarified. A discussion of three different viewpoints
follows.





experimental result that the speed
increase of a sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsion is the same at all irradiances as that of
the sulfur-sensitized emulsion followed by gold latensification. At the optimal sulfur
level, the gold function of reducing the minimum size of developable latent-image is
sufficient to explain the sensitivity increase and it is not necessary to invoke increased
efficiency of electron capture by sensitization specks containing gold. However, when no
sulfur is present, the latensification function of gold is not sufficient to explain the
sensitivity increase caused by gold sensitization. Au atoms may be formed and act as
electron traps. However, these kinds of traps are not formed, or formed but the function
does not take effect, in the case of sulfur-plus-gold sensitization, which does not sound
consistent. It should be noted that the emulsion the authors used was a coarse-grained
emulsion, which is not often used by others.
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2.5.3.2.2 Gold has effect on LI formation but is not present in sensitizing center
The Van Doorselaer and Charlier |261 model, as described earlier, suggested no gold
atoms exist in the sensitizing center. Different from other proposals, these researchers
considered the sulfide trimer with one deposited gold ion is most favorable in latent-
image formation. The sulfide dimer with one deposited gold ion is not favored because of
the steric hindrance of gold ion and/or by the large electro-negativity of gold. Upon
irradiation, a stable nucleus (Ag)2 only forms at a specific type of sulfide trimer with one
deposited Au+, and the nearby gold ion or possibly free gold ions at the crystal surface
convert it into AgAu which is their proposed latent-image. The concentration of the
trimers is low so the HIRF is eliminated in sulfur-plus-gold sensitization. The source of
the substituting gold ion could be either AgAuS or unreacted gold ion, which implies it
does not necessarily happen during exposure.
2.5.3.2.3 Gold in sensitizing centers facilitates LI formation
Farnell and Solman provided evidence to suggest that gold in sulfur-plus-gold
sensitization has an additional function than just reducing the minimum size of
developable latent-image
|45' 46]. In their experiment, seven out of eight emulsions
sensitized by sulfur-plus-gold showedmore surface speed and less internal speed than the
same emulsions surface-sensitized by sulfur only. Ones with higher surface sensitivity
always showed lower internal sensitivity. The enhanced surface sensitivity could be
partially or largely caused by the gold effect during development, during which the
developable size of the surface latent-image is reduced while that of the internal latent-
image is not. But the decrease of the internal sensitivity strongly suggests that the
electrons are extracted from the bulk of the grain by the sulfur-plus-gold sensitizing
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centers during exposure. In other words, the photoelectrons are more likely to be captured
by the sensitizing centers on the surface in the presence of silver gold sulfide than the
sulfide only centers. However, it would have been clearer if they had done gold
latensification with sulfur sensitized emulsions so that the sensitivity enhancement by the
electronic effect of gold could be estimated. Their exposure times were between 0.1 to
1 .0 second, not long enough to show the effect in the LIRF region, where there is very
little sensitivity enhancement caused by gold latensification.
Harbison and Hamilton found an overall speed gain of about 0.7 log E in sulfur-plus-gold
sensitized emulsion over a gold-latensified sulfur only sensitized emulsion under high,
intermediate and low irradiance ,431. This speed gain was attributed to the stabilization of
the preimage and presubimage (silver clusters) by gold which favors the nucleation and
growth ofthe latent-image.
Spencer measured the speed gain of sulfur-plus-gold sensitization over sulfur
sensitization at optimum sulfur concentration as about 1.3 log E at
10"4
sec exposure, at
which the latensification effect of gold is significant |301. By comparing the speeds ofthe
sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsions treated by KCN either before or after exposure,
they determined the electronic-ionic effect of gold during exposure as 0.3-0.5 log E for
the entire range of exposure time. Therefore, the remaining 0.8-1.0 log E speed increase
gained at high irradiance by sulfur-plus-gold should be due to the effect of latensification
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Chapter 3: Experimental Approaches
In this chapter the experimental approaches utilized are described in general. Any
variation from these procedures will be described in later chapters.
3.1 Emulsions, Sensitization and Coating
The emulsions used in the experiment are made by Mr. Gary DiFrancesco or provided by
AGFA-Gevaert Corp. The emulsions contain octahedral or cubic AgBr grains with the
edge length of 0.35-0.55 pm. Some emulsions contain very low percentage ofAgl (-1%)
homogeneously distributed over the grains.
For chemical sensitization, the emulsion is mixed with additional gelatin and distilled
water to give the appropriate composition, usually with Ag/Gelatin as 2% /4% or 3%/6%.
The emulsion is adjusted to pH 5.6 and vAg 90 mV (pAg=8) measured at 40 C, unless
otherwise specified. The sensitizers are added to each melt individually. Then the
emulsions go through a heat cycle, with a temperature plateau, typically 30 min at 60 C
for reduction sensitization, or 40 min at 70 C for sulfur or sulfur-plus-gold
sensitizations. Sometimes sensitizers are added at 40 C, after the heat cycle. TAI is
added to each melt after all the desired reactions between emulsions and sensitizers are
completed to stop any further reactions. Unhardened coatings with a
designed silver
coverage were made using an extrusion coater on clear acetate
support. A typical









Figure 3-1: Temperature vs. Time curve during sulfur sensitization.
3.2 Sensitometry
Speed and fog are important properties of photographic films. The speed is the exposure
to make a certain fraction of grains developable. We use mean speed, log E at
(Dmax+Dmin)/2, which accounts for fog density and Dmax variation. The initial
sensitometry is done on EG&GMark VII sensitometer for 0.01 sec with 1 neutral density
(ND) using a 0 to 4 density step tablet with 0.3 D per step. This sensitometry tells
approximately how fast the emulsion is, but only at one exposure time. For a better
understanding of the film sensitivity, reciprocity failure measurements (see below) are
employed. The exposed films are developed for 6 minutes in Kodak D-19 developer or
20 minutes in EAA-1 at 20 C, followed by a 1 min. distilled water wash and a 4 min
fixing in Kodak fixer.
EAA-1 is a surface image developer. It has Elon (metol) 2.5 g/L, /-ascorbic acid 10.0 g/L,
kodalk 35.0 g/L, and KBr 1.0 g/L in distilled water. D-19 is used to detect surface image
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in current study, and it also develops the latent images that are very shallow from the
surfaces. When combined with AgX solvents or recrystallization agents such as I-, it can
develop internal image. The recipe is: Elon (Metol) 2.2 g/L,
S032"
96 g/L, hydroquinone
8.0 g/L, Na2C03 48.0 g/L, and KBr 5.0 g/L in distilled water.
All of the above processes are conducted with nitrogen agitation. After about 10 min
water wash the films are dried in a drying cabinet for 30 min at medium heat level.
Sensitivities are determined on a Macbeth TD 903 densitometer. Unless otherwise
specified, the speed increase is the speed difference between the sensitized and
unsensitized emulsion. Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 show an example of a processed film
and the D-LogE curve:





Figure 3-3: D-Log E curve of a negative film.
3. 2. 1 Reciprocity Failure
The reciprocity law in photographic chemistry indicates, that as long as the total exposure
amount, i.e., the product of irradiance and exposure time,
E= I x t, is the same, the effect
on the emulsion should be the same. In other words, the change in irradiance won't affect
the latent-image formation as long as the exposure is kept constant by adjusting the
exposure time. This law holds within a very small irradiance range for photographic
materials. To study the emulsion characteristics a much larger range should be tested, and
generally this law does not hold in high or low irradiance regions. This is called HIRF for







Figure 3-4: The illustration of a typical reciprocity failure. In real cases the speed usually only
matches that ofthe ideal at intermediate exposure times. Shorter or longer exposure time results in
sensitivity loss.
An electron capture and an interstitial silver capture forms a silver atom at the a kink site,
but it is not stable and could decay and release the electron before a larger silver cluster is
formed. This inefficiency in nucleation is the reason for LIRF. The unsensitized
emulsions show large LIRF. The sensitized emulsions modify the reciprocity failure by
reducing or removing LIRF, but might introduce HIRF. HIRF happens when too many
nuclei are formed by the photoelectron flood, and they compete with each other in the
growth step, resulting in many silver clusters but none large enough to trigger
development.
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Our intermediate-high irradiance exposures, with the exposure time of 0.01 sec to
10"5
sec, are carried out on the EG&G sensitometer described above. Low irradiance
exposures are done in a vacuum sensitometer but in room air at 1 atm., with the exposure
time from 1/8 to 1000 sec. The processing ofthe exposed films is the same as in regular
sensitometry. Crossover experiments allow reciprocity failure curves on both
sensitometers to be connected to form one curve.
3.2.2 Long Wavelength Sensitivity
The sensitivity measured in regular sensitometry is the intrinsic sensitivity and it is the
integration of the sensitivity at all wavelengths absorbed by the emulsion. Sometimes the
sensitivity at a specific wavelength is of interest. As mentioned earlier, the primitive
silver bromide emulsions respond only to 400-475 nm. This is determined by the energy
gap between the conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) of silver bromide. Some
substances such as impurities and gelatin components can absorb long wavelengths
(lower energy) light and transfer the photoproduced electrons to the AgBr CB where they
can be used to form latent-image. For unsensitized emulsions the long wavelength
response is very weak. Sensitizers such as sulfur, gold and thiocyanate could enhance the
response for longer wavelengths by forming sensitizing centers that have increased long
wavelength absorption. The electrons can then be donated to the AgBr CB and be used in
latent-image formation. The long wavelength sensitivity of the sensitized emulsions is
greatly improved from the unsensitized emulsion, but the absolute values are far smaller












Figure 3-5: Long wavelength sensitivity caused by the sensitizing center produced by intentional
sensitization. This example only shows the sensitizing center with the absorption at 600 nm. LV and
HF refer to the lowest vacant and the highest filled energy levels ofthe long wavelength absorbing
substance, respectively.
To measure the long wavelength sensitivity we use a vacuum sensitometer, with
interference filters centered at 500, 550, 600, and 650 nm with a half bandwidth of 25
nm, and those centered at 700, 750, 800 and 850 nm with a halfbandwidth of 70 nm. The
exposure time is varied from 1 minute to 8 hours, depending on the sensitivity of the
films at the specific wavelength. To minimize the desensitizing influence of oxygen,
primarily by scavenging electrons, the films are outgassed for 16 hours before exposure.
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The typical pressure in the sensitometer is 30-40 pm Hg. Speeds are measured at 0.15
above fog density. Figure 3-6 shows the long wavelength speed of some emulsions where
















Figure 3-6: Long wavelength sensitivity ofthe unsensitized and sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsions.
The speed decreases rapidly with the increasing wavelengths. The numbers in the labels are S and Au
sensitizer levels in mg/mole Ag.
The corrected speed at a specific long wavelength is further referenced to the intrinsic
sensitivity (speed at 400 nm) and the speed for the reference emulsion (usually
unsensitized emulsion) at that wavelength (Figure 3-7). The peak in the corrected speed
(A Speed) vs. wavelength plot suggests there might be a substance formed that
corresponds to the absorption at this wavelength. This substance is formed in the
sensitization process.
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Figure 3-7: Long wavelength sensitivity after correction firstly for exposure irradiance and time,
then for the sensitivity ofthe unsensitized emulsion at each wavelength. The numbers in the labels
are S and Au sensitizer levels in mg/mole Ag.
3.2.3 Temperature Dependence ofLong Wavelength Sensitivity
By carrying out the long wavelength sensitivity experiment, the emulsions show a few
peaks in the plot of sensitivity vs. wavelength. These wavelengths correspond to one or
more species, possibly the sensitizing centers. To locate the highest filled (HF) and
lowest vacant (LV) energy levels of the sensitizing centers, exposures at different
temperatures is helpful.
The sensitivity of the long wavelength sensitivity is a function of the temperature.
Activation energy is obtained from an Arrhenius plot in which speed expressed as log E
is plotted against the reciprocal of the temperature, 1/T. That is, the following
relationship is assumed:
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E(T) = Aexp(AE / kT) ,
where E(T) is the exposure at temperature T required to produce a fixed density above
fog, A is a preexponential factor, AE is the apparent activation energy, and k is
Boltzmann's constant. The AE values are obtained from a linear regression fit ofthe data
(Figure 3-8), which also provide a standard deviation of the fit. Tabulated AE values
include the 2-sigma uncertainties from this regression fit. The activation energies of long
wavelength sensitivity are corrected for the intrinsic temperature dependence by first
subtracting 20 meV from the 400 nm activation energy to correct for the temperature
dependence of light absorption ,x', and then subtracting the resulting activation energy
from that for long wavelength sensitivity. The explanation of this activation energy will
be discussed later.
The experiment is carried out in a vacuum sensitometer with the pressure of 25-35 mm
Hg at room temperature and temperatures from -40 C to 10 C, using liquid-nitrogen
cooled He as an exchange gas. The films are outgassed for 16 hours before starting the
variable temperature experiment.
Once the activation energy of the photographic process is calculated, it helps to position
the highest vacant (HV) and lowest filled (LF) energy levels of the sensitizing center
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Figure 3-8: The dependence of long wavelength sensitivity on the exposure temperature. The slope of
the regression line is proportional to the activation energy ofthe photographic processes.
3.3 Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy
Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) is a termwhich encompasses the measurement of
continuous light spectra that have been reflected from a highly diffusing medium.
Kubelka-Munk theory indicates the relationship between reflectance and absorption of a







where K and S are absorption and scattering coefficients of the material, respectively.
R is reflectance measured under the condition where an emulsion is thick enough so that
there is zero transmittance, c is the concentration and s is molar extinction coefficient.
The information of how much light the emulsion absorbs at each wavelength can be
obtained by applying Kubelka-Munk equation to the DRS results. In our experiment this
serves as a supplemental method to long wavelength exposures to explain the long
wavelength sensitivity. The emulsions are coated and dried on glass plates. The
reflectance spectra are measured by scanning the samples from 1200 nm to 240 nm.
Baseline adjustment is made with the assumption that no signals exist in the range of
1000-1200 nm. Then the spectrum ofthe unsensitized emulsion is subtracted from those
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Figure 3-9: DRS spectrum for several emulsions. The numbers in the labels are S and Au sensitizer
levels in mg/mole Ag.
3.4 Other Approaches
3.4. 1 Gold Latensification
Gold latensification involves treatment of the exposed film in a gold bath, namely a
solution which contains gold ions and other species, so that gold ions replace or add on to
the silver clusters to reduce the minimum developable size of the latent-image. It may
increase the speed at all exposure times, but most noticeably at high irradiance, greatly
reducing HIRF. When the speed increase occurs for gold latensified film vs. a non-treated
film, it means there are a large number of grains that have many small latent-sub-image
clusters that are not large enough to be developed. Thus we can get the distribution
information of the size of the silver clusters. If the silver clusters are produced during
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sensitization, such as oversensitization in reduction sensitization, they will become
developable after gold latensification, and fog is elevated.
The gold bath m contains 20 mg/L KAuCl4, 0.25 g/L NaSCN, and 1 g/L KBr. The film is
immersed in this gold solution for 2 min at 22 C with nitrogen-burst agitation, after
which the films are washed and processed by regular procedures.
3.4.2 Cyanide Treatment ofthe Films
For sulfur-plus-gold sensitization, it is of interest to determine the effect of gold during
exposure and development. To separate these two effects, cyanide solution (CN) is used
to remove the gold, in either ionic form or metallic form, from the emulsion. Applying
CN treatment after films are exposed but before developed can exclude the gold
latensification effect in sulfur-plus-gold sensitization. When gold is removed from latent-
image centers, presumably the latent-image size gets smaller, and it might not still be
developable. In this way, we can obtain the latent-image size distribution information.
CN treatment is also used before exposure to compare the sulfur sensitization and sulfur-
plus-gold sensitization with gold removed.
The CN solution
'2|
contains 100 mg /L KCN, 2.5 mmol/L of acetic acid, 1.85 g/L of
sodium acetate, and 1 g/L ofKBr. The treatment is 20 min at 22 C, after which the films
are washed and processed by regular procedures.
3.4.3 Photobleaching
Chemically produced silver clusters, namely R centers, can be bleached by low irradiance
exposure. The P centers, which might also be bleached, known as solarization, have
different response to the same photobleaching conditions.
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An irreversible electron trap is necessary in the emulsion coating to prevent new silver
clusters from forming by the photobleaching light. In our experiments
Phenosafranine(PS) is used (Figure 3-10). The photobleaching study of P centers in our
experiment involves uniformly exposing the film at low irradiance to produce P centers.
Then the film is treated with a solution containing phenosafranine dye which can
irreversibly trap photoelectrons during exposure '3|. Photobleaching is done with a 10 nm
half bandwidth interference filter with a peak transmission at 400 nm. The irradiance at
the film plane was photons/cm2/s. An exposure device having a 1-cm square
opening was used for the bleaching exposures (Figure 3-11). The fraction bleached was
determined by comparing the transmission density in the 400 nm exposed area to that of
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Figure 3-11: The illustration ofthe photobleaching process of a film.
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Chapter 4: Electronic Properties of Chemically Produced Silver
Clusters: Grain Morphology Studies
The emulsions often used in basic research contain octahedral or cubic silver halide
grains. The octahedral grains have {111} surfaces. The perfect octahedral grains surfaces
are covered by identical ions, however in reality the surfaces are reconstructed to
maintain the electronic charge balance. The cubic grains have {100} surfaces and the
surfaces are covered with alternating positive and negative ions. The sensitometric
properties of the raw or sensitized emulsions of these different morphologies could be
different. For example, the number of kink sites on the surface has an impact on latent-
image formation efficiency. The surface energy levels might affect the number and the
electronic properties ofthe sensitizing centers.
There has not been a comparison between the cubic and octahedral emulsions with
exactly the same properties in terms of the composition, surface area/mole Ag, volume
and size, and the making process and conditions. In the present work the cubic and
octahedral AgBr emulsions were precipitated under similar conditions. The raw speeds
(of the unsensitized emulsions) are very close. They have nearly the same surface
area/mole Ag and the surface is where the sensitizing centers are formed in chemical
sensitization. The following chemical sensitizing procedures and sensitizing levels are
exactly the same. Thus any sensitometric difference should be due to morphology
difference.
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Tani and coworkers claimed that a two-step speed increase versus sensitizer
concentration was found in their emulsions (See reference |2' and |81). However, this
phenomenon has never been observed in our work. A large range of finely spaced
sensitizing levels are used to assure that the plateau will not be missed if there is one.
4.1 Introduction
The electronic properties of silver clusters produced by reduction sensitization have been
of interest since reduction sensitization was first introduced |1"191. After many years of
debate, most agree that reduction sensitization, no matter what method or reagent is used,
produces hole-removing silver clusters. Some have suggested that electron-trapping
centers are also produced
,2'3'8' "' 15' 1S|. These two types of clusters are thought to be Ag2,
but with electron-trapping centers formed at positive kink or kink-like sites and
hole-
removing centers formed at neutral sites
|2'8' 13' 14'.
The AgBr emulsions most often studied in connection with the mechanism of reduction
sensitization contained either octahedral or cubic grains. Kuge et.al. studied the properties
of chemically produced silver clusters formed on the surfaces of octahedral and cubic
emulsions having the same edge length |19'. They interpreted their results as being
consistent with the proposal of Tani
|3)
that electron-trapping clusters are formed more
easily on octahedral surfaces than on cubic ones.
In the present work, we used octahedral and cubic grains with nearly the same surface
area/mole Ag and studied their sensitometry after dimethylamineborane, SnCl2, and
high-
pH sensitization. Our purpose was to determine if a difference in grain morphology, or
more precisely a difference in surface crystallography, would yield clusters with different
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electronic properties. To further elucidate the mechanism of high-pH sensitization we
investigated the effect of gelatin concentration on sensitivity.
In the next section we will first describe the materials used and experimental procedures.
Then we present the sensitometric results at both 0.01 sec and 10 sec exposures.
Following that we will use the sensitometric results to discuss the properties ofthe silver
clusters on different crystallographic surfaces, and the high-pH sensitization mechanism.
Finally, some conclusions will be stated.
4.2 Experimental
Emulsions, Sensitization and Coating. The characteristics ofthe emulsions are listed in
Table 4-1. The average grain volumes were determined by electrolytic grain size analysis.
This was done by reducing grains to silver metal and counting number of electrons used.
Edge lengths were calculated from the volumes by assuming either perfect octahedra or
cubes. Both octahedral and cubic grains were nucleated at pH 6.5, vAg 60 mV.
Octahedral grains were grown at pH 3.0, vAg 10 mV and cubic grains were grown at pH
3.0, vAg 150 mV. The make-gel and wash-gel are Sanofi type 17464 B and PHD,
respectively, and both are deionized. Surface area/mole was measured using diffuse
reflectance spectroscopy on liquid emulsions
' '
and the dye l,l'-2,2'-cyanine, with an
assumed area permolecule of 57 A .
Both octahedral (O) and cubic (C) emulsions were reduction sensitized by 0.25 to 32
pmole dimethylamineborane (DMAB)/mole Ag, or 1 to 256 pmole SnC^/mole Ag, for
30 min at 60 C. Sensitization was done at pH 5.6 and vAg 90 mV, both measured at 40
C. Heating and cooling rates between 40 and 60 C were 1.5 C /min. High-pH
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sensitization was done at pH 9 to 13 for 40 min at 70 C, with the same heating and
cooling rates as the DMAB and SnCl2 sensitizations. At the end ofthe heat cycle the pH
is adjusted to 5.6 and vAg to 90 mV. For the high-pH sensitizations, additional gel was
added, since most of the original gel was destroyed during the sensitization. Unhardened
coatings with a silver level designed to provide a Dmax of about 1 were made using an
extrusion coater on clear acetate support. 4-hydroxy-6-methyl-l,3,3a,7-tetraazaindene
(TAI), as a stabilizer, was added after the sensitization heat cycle at 1 g/mole of silver.
The sensitometric data will be presented as a function of the concentration of sensitizer,
as no attempt was made to quantify the amount of reaction product formed.















To study the effect of gel concentration in high-pH sensitization, emulsions with different
gel/Ag ratios were sensitized at a specific pH (the optimal pH, 11 for O and 10.5 for C) at
70 C for 40 min. At the end ofthe heat cycle, the pH and vAg are adjusted to 5.6 and 90
mV, respectively. Additional gel was added to adjust the gel concentration in the
emulsion to the desired level for coating.
Sensitometry and Processing. Intermediate-irradiance exposures were made with a
EG&G Mark VII sensitometer set at
10"2
s with 1.0 neutral density. Low-irradiance (10 s)
exposures were made with a conventional sensitometer with a 1000 W tungsten-halogen
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light source. All exposures were made without color filtration. Speeds were determined at
the midpoint ofthe D-log E curve [0.5(Dmax+Dmin)]. All speeds are reported in log E units
and the sensitometric data presented are the average of two independent measurements.
Fractional fog values are derived by dividing the fog density by the maximum density.
Detection ofthe surface latent image was done with 20-min EAA-1 development at 20C
using nitrogen-burst agitation.
4.3 Results
4.3. 1 Unsensitized Emulsions
If the O and C emulsions have the same efficiency for forming latent image, the speed
difference between the two unsensitized emulsions should be negligible because it is
proportional to log(Volumeo/Volumec), which is 0.1 log E (see Table 4-1).
The reciprocity failure properties of the unsensitized O and C emulsion with TAI are
shown in Figure 4-1, and they confirm that the two emulsions have the same efficiency.
This behavior is somewhat fortuitous, as without TAI, the C emulsion is distinctly faster
than the O emulsion. Nevertheless, the speed gains due to reduction sensitization can be
evaluated in terms of the efficacy of the particular reagent on the respective emulsion,
and need not be corrected for a difference in the initial efficiency of the O and C
emulsions. Furthermore, because the surface area/mole of the O and C emulsions are
within 10% (see Table 4-1), we can compare the sensitometric effects at equal
pmole/mole Ag and be assured that we are comparing at essentially equivalent amounts
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Figure 4-1: Reciprocity failure data for the unsensitized octahedral (dashed) and cubic (solid) grains.
Note decreasing log E value means higher speed. To see the data points of this figure and other
reciprocity failure figures in the following chapters refer to the Appendix.
4.3.2 Intermediate-lrradiance Sensitometry.
Figure 4-2 shows the surface speed increase relative to the unsensitized emulsion, and fog
fraction for different DMAB levels, ofboth O and C emulsions for
10"2
s exposure. Both
the O and C emulsions have a similar response to DMAB concentration below 2-3
pmole/mole Ag. The optimum DMAB sensitization level for the C emulsion is about 3-4
pmole/mole Ag with a speed increase of 1.2 log E, beyond which the speed gain
decreases. The optimum DMAB level for the O emulsion is somewhat higher, at about 5-
6 pmole/mole Ag, with a speed increase of 1 .4 log E. The fog fraction for both emulsions
begins to rise significantly at 2 pmole/mole Ag, and speed increase was impossible to
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measure due to excessive fog beyond 8 pmole/mole Ag (fog fraction > 0.7). We did not


































Figure 4-2. Speed gain and fog increase vs DMAB concentration for 0.01 sec exposures
The results of SnCL. sensitization are shown in Figure 4-3. Both the O and C emulsions
show similar speed gains. The high fog onset ofthe O emulsion occurs at a lower SnCL.
concentration. Both emulsions have the same optimum sensitization levels, about 40
pmole/mole Ag, and about the same speed gain, 1.2 log E, at the optimum sensitizer
levels. Note the abscissa in this plot as been shifted lOx higher with respect to the
abscissa in Figure 4-2, indicating that about lOx higher molar amounts of SnCi2 are





Figure 4-3: Same as Figure 4-2, but for SnCl2 sensitization.
Figure 4-4 shows speed increases and fog tendencies of the O and C emulsions after
high-pH sensitization. The speed increase reaches a maximum of 1.2 log E at pH 11.5,
with a smaller increase seen at pH 12 for the C emulsion. At pH less than 12, the C
emulsion gains more speed than the O emulsion at the same pH level, with its fog
fraction rising at a lower pH than the O emulsion does. No clear maximum speed increase
was observed for the O emulsion in the pH range studied.
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Figure 4-4: as Figure 4-2, but for high pH sensitization.
4.3.3 Low-lrradiance Sensitometry.
Figure 4-5 shows the surface speed increase and fog fraction for DMAB sensitization of
the O and C emulsions. The behavior is similar to that at
10"2
s exposure. The optimum
sensitization levels for the O and C emulsions are about 8 and 4-6 pmole/mole Ag,
respectively, and the O emulsion gives a higher maximum speed increase (about 2.3 vs.





























Figure 4-5: Same as Figure 4-2, but 10 s exposure.
The sensitometry for emulsions sensitized at high pH is shown in Figure 4-6. Again, the
O and C emulsions behave similar to that observed at
10"2
s exposure. The speed increase
of the C emulsion rises faster than that of the O emulsion at all but the lowest pH levels
used. The maximum speed increase of the C emulsion is about 2.0 log E, and the speed
measurement became impossible due to high fog at pH 12.5 and higher. The highest
speed increase ofthe O emulsion is 1.6 log E, being achieved at pH 12, the highest pH




Figure 4-6: Same as Figure 4-4, but 10 s exposure.
The speed increases observed at low irradiance are larger than observed at intermediate
irradiance, with an average difference of about 0.8 log E. This behavior can be attributed
to the reciprocity failure characteristics ofthe O and C emulsion. As seen in Figure 4-1,
the LIRF causes the speed ofthe unsensitized emulsions to be about 0.8 log E slower at
10 s compared to
10"2
s. Thus, for low irradiance exposures, the efficiency ofthe control
emulsions starts at a much lower level and the speed increase caused by reduction
sensitization is correspondingly greater.
4.3.4 Gelatin Concentration Studies.
Figure 4-7 shows the speed increase, relative to the unsensitized emulsion and fog
fraction of the emulsions with different gel/Ag ratios at pH 5.6. Although the data is
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somewhat noisy, the speed gain increases with increasing gel/Ag ratio, and with
approximately the same concentration dependence for both the O and C emulsions. The
highest speed increase was achieved at gel/Ag~0.7, which is about the ratio at which the
emulsion is coated. The data indicate about 0.6-0.7x increase in sensitivity per unit
increase in gel concentration.
Figure 4-7: Speed gain and fraction fog vs gel/silver ratio. Exposure time was 0.01 s. Sensitization pH
was 11.0 for the octahedra and 10.5 for the cubes.
4.4 Discussion
Our purpose was to study the electronic properties of chemically produced silver clusters
on different crystal surfaces. Therefore, any other factor causing a difference in electronic
properties should be eliminated or mimmized. We started with octahedral and cubic
emulsions having the same efficiency in the primitive state, provided the emulsions were
coated with TAI. During sensitization, identical conditions (pH, vAg, heat cycle) and
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concentrations of sensitizer were used. Because the surface area/mole Ag is essentially
the same for each emulsion, any difference in sensitometry should be due to
emulsion
morphology. We have, indeed, found different sensitometric responses for different
crystal surfaces.
There has been much discussion recently on the electronic properties of chemically
produced silver clusters
l2' 8' 9"141. In the following discussion we will assume the only
silver clusters that have any sensitiometric effects are those having a hole-removing
function (often called R centers [1'). Furthermore, except where noted, we will assume
that these are Ag2. Any chemically produced silver clusters having an electron-trapping
function are assumed to be shallow electron-trapping centers with no apparent
sensitometric effects. The basis for this assumption has been discussed elsewhere
l10' n'
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In DMAB sensitometry, at lower reagent concentrations the same speed increase is
observed for both the O and C emulsion, suggesting that the R centers are at similar
concentration and hole-removing efficiency. The different crystal morphology has no
effect in this range. But at optimum sensitizer concentration the maximum speed increase
ofthe O emulsion is higher than that ofthe C emulsion. This suggests that the number of
sites for forming R centers on {100} surfaces may be limited more than on {111}
surfaces. The maximum number of silver clusters could be limited by the number of
available sites where silver clusters can form.
The sensitometric effects produced by SnCl2 are quite comparable on both crystal
surfaces. The maximum speed increase and its dependence on reagent concentration are
comparable, unlike the DMAB case. However, in the case of SnCl2 similar speed
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increases to that with DMAB require an increase by lOx in the molar amounts. This is
consistent with other studies of this sensitizer
|9' 18).
In the case of high-pH sensitization somewhat different behavior was observed. Here the
C emulsion showed higher speed increases than the O emulsion at a common pH. But the
C emulsion showed a maximum speed increase, whereas the O emulsion did not in the
pH range we studied. The results suggest that {111} surfaces are less reactive than {100}
surfaces in forming sliver clusters during high-pH treatment, although the total number of
silver clusters possible on {111} surfaces seems to be higher at the higher pH's. Again,
the idea of fewer number of sites for R center formation on {100} surfaces is suggested.
The different behavior from DMAB sensitization could be due to a difference in
mechanism of silver cluster formation, which will be discussed below.
Speed increases were much greater at low irradiance compared to intermediate irradiance.
This can be attributed to the greater LIRF found at 10 s exposure for the unsensitized
emulsion. At this exposure time, the unsensitized emulsions are starting at much lower
efficiency, resulting in a larger speed gain. In fact, the difference in maximum speed
increase produced between 0.01 sec and 10 sec irradiances is essentially the degree of
LIRF. This means at the optimum sensitizer level the LIRF between 0.01 and 10 s has
been eliminated by DMAB sensitization for the O emulsion and almost so for the C
emulsion. The LIRF is caused by recombination competing with nucleation of the latent
image 122'. Reduction sensitization forms silver clusters that remove holes, allowing
nucleation to compete more favorably with recombination.
Several examples of a reduction in the speed increase were observed at high reagent
concentrations. This was most noticeable for the {100} surface. As suggested above, the
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{100} surface may have a lower limit to the number of sites for formation of silver
clusters during reduction sensitization than {111} surfaces. At very high reagent
concentrations, near the threshold for fog formation, perhaps clusters larger than Ag2 may
form due to continued reaction by the sensitizer. Since there are no available sites to form
new silver clusters on {100} surfaces, the silver atoms deposit on the already existing
ones and cause the latter to grow larger than Ag2. These larger clusters may be less
efficient in hole removal. They certainly are less efficient at producing the extra electron
I23"26', since it takes more steps of capturing holes and silver ion release to finally produce
an extra electron compared to an Ag2 cluster. More about the extra electron mechanism
could be found in 2.4.3, Chapter 2.
Tani and coworkers have noted a two-step nature in plots of sensitivity vs reagent
concentration in their 0.2 pm octahedral and cubic AgBr emulsions
|2' 8|. For 10 s
exposures, their data indicate that speed increases by about 1 to 1 .5 log E with increasing
reagent concentration, levels off somewhat forming a small plateau, and then increases
again at even higher reagent concentrations. We have never been able to conclusively
observe such a behavior with ourmaterials
,9' 10', and the results presented here just add to
this body of evidence. The reason for this difference is not known, but may be due to the
much smaller grain size used by Tarn and coworkers.
Earlier work with high-pH reduction sensitization showed that the reaction product had
the same spectral signature as those produced by DMAB or SnCl2 sensitization |27'. At
least three reducing reagents can be suggested for high-pH sensitization OH", reducing
groups associated with the gelatin polymer, and reducing impurities in the gelatin. Our
gel concentration studies were designed to see if the second and/or third species in this
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list is playing a role in our sensitization processes. The results showed that more gel
present during sensitization gives a higher speed gain, suggesting that gel and/or its
impurities are, indeed, playing a role in silver cluster formation.
Although higher
OH"
concentrations do lead to additional silver cluster formation |271, it is
not clear if the
OH"
is playing a direct role in the formation of silver clusters, or merely
providing additional pH-activated reducing species from the gelatin and/or impurities. It




to produce Ag20 ,281. Further reaction to form
AgO is also likely at high pH |29'. It is known that AgO can undergo photodecomposition
to form silver atoms and oxygen |301. In high-pH sensitization of AgBr,
OH"
may be
playing the role of photons, by injecting electrons into the AgO and leading to the
formation of silver clusters.
4.5 Conclusion
This work has compared the sensitometric effects of silver clusters on {100} and {111}
surfaces. To facilitate the comparison, emulsions with essentially the same efficiency and
surface area/mole Ag were utilized. The results suggest that there are indeed differences
between these crystallographic faces, which we attribute mainly to a difference in the
number of available sites for R center formation. Grains with {100} surfaces appear to
have fewer number of sites. Silver clusters formed more readily on {100} surfaces than
on {111} surfaces in the case of high-pH sensitization, although the maximum number
formed appears to be less than on {111} surfaces. The observation of a lower speed
increase seen at high reagent concentrations, often called oversensitization, is attributed
to the formation of silver clusters larger than Ag2. These silver clusters may be less
efficient at hole removal, or their generation of the "extra
electron"
is less efficient. The
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mechanism ofhigh-pH reduction sensitization relies on the gelatin and/or its impurities in
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Chapter 5: Electronic Properties of Chemically Produced Silver
Clusters: Photobleaching Studies
It is well known that the chemically produced silver clusters can carry out
photobleaching. As described in Chapter. 2, the silver clusters can capture a
photoproduced hole and decay to a silver ion and a smaller size silver cluster. Repeating
this process will end up with the disappearance ofthe silver cluster.
Earlier work showed that a 476 nm reflectance peak arising from silver clusters produced
by reduction sensitization was composed of two component peaks, one ofwhich, at 474
nm, was attributed to hole removing silver clusters because it could be photobleached by
exposures at 400 nm. However, Tani pointed out that as electron traps, the photolytically
produced latent-image and latent-subimage could also undergo photobleaching, namely
solarization (See reference |161). In addition, Tani also suggested electron trapping silver
clusters (P centers) are formed besides hole removing silver clusters (R centers) under
some experimental conditions in reduction sensitization. To verify whether the silver
clusters produced in our experiment are electron trapping or hole removing, we will
compare the photobleaching results of photoproduced and chemically produced silver
clusters. If the photoproduced silver clusters behave differently from chemically
produced silver clusters during photobleaching, that the silver clusters corresponding to
the reflectance at 474 nm are hole removal rather than electron trapping.
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5.1 Introduction
Both electron-trapping and hole-removing properties have been suggested for chemically
produced silver clusters, depending on the reagent concentration used |1"171. Many believe
that both types of clusters are Ag2, but with the former located at positive sites and the
latter located at neutral sites ,5"8'171. If these silver clusters are hole-removing (referred to
as R centers in the literature) then they should be oxidized during exposure and
disappear, whereas if they are electron-trapping (referred to as P centers in the literature)
they should grow. In other words, P centers should have the properties of latent-subimage
and latent-image centers ,2'5"8'. It has been proposed that these chemically produced P
centers form at high reducing agent concentrations |5"81.
Earlier work in our Laboratory showed that a 476-nm reflectance peak arising from
chemically produced silver clusters was composed of two component peaks. One at 474
nm could be bleached by exposure at 400 nm and has been attributed to R centers 'n|. In
order to observe this photobleaching it was necessary to incorporate methyl viologen into
the emulsion as an irreversible electron trap to prevent photoproduced silver clusters from
forming and their absorption signal obscuring the R-center signal (see Fig. 9 of reference
11
11). The other peak at 482 nm could not be bleached under our experimental conditions.
These results indicate that the 474-nm peak is due to hole-removing silver clusters, in
contrast to earlier work which had assigned the 476-nm peak strictly to electron-trapping
silver clusters '5'. Similar observations and interpretation to ours were made by Oku and
Kawasaki using diffuse transmittance spectroscopy on similar materials '13'.
Tani has proposed a different interpretation of our experimental results ,8'. He correctly
points out that latent-image and latent-subimage centers are well known to undergo
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photobleaching, often called solarization. Thus, our photobleaching results would simply
be another manifestation of this solarization, enhanced by the presence of an irreversible
electron trap which prevents the growth of existing latent-image centers or the formation
of new ones. The key question would be: Is it reasonable to expect photobleaching of P
centers under our experimental conditions? This paper attempts to provide an answer to
this question.
5.2 Experimental
Emulsion, Sensitization, and Coating. The emulsion contains AgBr octahedra having
0.45 pm edge length. Edge lengths were determined from the average electrolytically
measured grain volume by assuming perfect octahedra. Details ofthe precipitation can be
found elsewhere ,18'. The emulsion was precipitated at pH 3.0 and gold-only
sensitizations showed the surface to be free from unintentional reduction sensitization.
Reduction sensitization ofthe emulsion was done for 30 min at 60 C using 1.3 mg of
dimethylamineborane (DMAB) per mole of silver. Sensitization was done at pH 5.6 and
pAg 8, both measured at 40 C. Heating and cooling rates between 40 and 60 C were 1.5
C/min. Unhardened coatings on clear acetate support were made using an extrusion
coater with a silver level designed to provide a Dmax of about 1.0. Tetraazaindene was
added as a stabilizer at 1 g/mole of silver.
Sensitometry and Processing. Exposures were made with a conventional sensitometer
with a 1000W tungsten-halogen light source. Speeds were determined at the midpoint of
the D-log E curve [0.5(Dmax + Dmin)]. Detection ofthe surface latent image was done with
20-min EAA-1 development at 20C using nitrogen-burst agitation.
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Photobleaching experiments. As mentioned above, it is necessary to include an
irreversible electron trap in the emulsion coating to observe photobleaching of silver
clusters. We followed the Oku and Kawasaki procedure of soaking phenosafranine dye
into the film coating after a uniform exposure, but prior to the bleaching
exposure.19
Comparison of their results with our earlier work
in|
shows that the inhibition of
photoproduced silver clusters by phenosafranine and methyl viologen is quite
similar.13
Uniform exposures were conducted at low irradiance without any color filtration, using
an exposure time that just produced a Dmax density (10 or 60 s depending on the
emulsion).
Bleaching exposures were done with a 10-nm half bandwidth interference filter with a
peak transmission at 400 nm. The irradiance at the film plane was photons/cm2/s,
the same as in our earlier work. An exposure device having a 1-cm square opening was
used for the bleaching exposures. The fraction bleached was determined by comparing
the transmission density in the 400-nm exposed area to that of the area not exposed to
400 nm.
5.3 Results
Figure 5-1 shows the fraction of developable grains remaining vs the time of the
bleaching exposure for the unsensitized emulsion. In deriving this data we have assumed
that the normalized density can be equated to the fraction of grains developable. Previous
work can be cited to support this transformation for our materials and processing
conditions |201. Also shown in Figure 5-1 are the photobleaching data ofthe 474-nm DRS
peak. It can be seen that P centers can be bleached under our experimental conditions, but
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Figure 5-1: Photobleaching kinetics for R centers (from data in Fig. 13 of reference 11), P centers,
and P centers in the presence ofR centers (P(+R) centers). In the case ofR centers the fraction refers
to the normalized peak height at 474 nm, following the Kubelka-Munk transformation ofthe
reflectance data. For the other curves the fraction is derived from the density ratio as described in
the text.
Because the chemically produced P centers are postulated to form only at high reagent
levels, it is reasonable to assume that a large number ofR centers are also formed at these
high reagent concentrations. Thus, a more relevant experiment would be the study ofthe
photobleaching of P centers in the presence of R centers. We chose a DMAB
concentration that provided a modest speed increase over the unsensitized emulsion (0.5
log E vs a maximum of 1.5 log E possible at very high concentrations for 0.01 s
exposure). The data from such an experiment is also shown in Figure 5-1. As expected,
the extent ofP center bleaching is significantly reduced because ofhole removal by the R
centers. Undoubtedly, higher DMAB concentrations would have completely eliminated
any P center photobleaching on the time scale in Figure 5-1 .
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5.4 Discussion
The purpose of our experiments was to test Tani's proposal that electron-trapping silver
clusters can be bleached under conditions previously used for photobleaching studies of
centers created by reduction sensitization. We have validated Tani's proposal, but the
extent of bleaching cannot account for the observed decrease in intensity of the 474-nm
DRS signal. Furthermore, under conditions where some hole-removing silver clusters are
present, which would be expected at high reagent concentrations where chemically
produced P centers are presumably formed, the bleaching of electron-trapping silver
clusters should be virtually eliminated for our experimental conditions. We conclude that
our original assignment of the 474-nm DRS signal to hole-removing silver clusters
remains valid.
It is interesting to compare the number of P and R centers being studied in our
photobleaching experiments. The number of electrons available from DMAB for forming
silver atoms is not easily determined because of its complicated chemistry (as many as
six electrons are possible when the released H atoms are included ,211). However, using
SnCl2 as a model and assuming it operates as a two-electron reductant producing one Ag2
per SnCl2 molecule, one calculates about 70,000 R centers/grain for the emulsion used in
our earlier DRS studies. Because the photoproduced P centers in Figure 5-1 are formed at
low irradiance on unsensitized grains, it is likely that only one or two centers are
produced at the exposure levels we used. But, it is also likely that these are large centers,
perhaps containing several hundred silver atoms ,221. Nevertheless, the number of
photoinduced oxidations required per unit surface area to cause an incremental decrease
in their signal is much larger for the R centers. Thus, the comparison in Figure 5-1 is
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greatly biased in favor of the P centers. These considerations further support the large
difference in bleachability between R and P centers.
An additional feature in Figure 5-1 is the induction period noted before photobleaching
commences in the P(+R) case. This induction period nicely correlates with almost
complete bleaching situation observed for the R center data. This suggests that almost all
the R centers are bleached before photobleaching of the P centers begins. This is
precisely the effect we would expect if the R centers are muchmore bleachable than the P
centers.
The extent of initial photobleaching (2-4 s) of the P centers in our work is quite
comparable (within a factor of two to four) to that observed by Oku and Kawasaki using
very similar materials and conditions ,19'. At longer photobleaching times our results lead
to less efficient bleaching than observed by Oku and Kawasaki. This is probably due to
the fact that we used time-scale exposures, whereas they used irradiance-scale exposures.
Hosoi and Hirano have done photobleaching experiments on DMAB-sensitized 0.18 pm
AgBr octahedra, using light absorption by a hole-injecting dye (Eox
= 1 .45 V, Ered = -0.77
V, both vs SCE) [9'. Their absorption peak, which occurred at 446 nm, could be
completely bleached at 10 s or longer exposures at 540 nm. They argue that their
bleaching conditions are more efficient than ours since the dye presumably never injects
an electron. Thus, they conclude that their absorption signal is due to P centers. However,
we wish to point out that the introduction of an irreversible electron trap into our
emulsion is not necessary to enhance the photobleaching ofR centers. Rather, it is needed
to prevent the formation of photoproduced silver clusters whose absorption signal
overlaps that ofthe R centers and obscures their photobleaching behavior.
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Hosoi and Hirano do not give any irradiance data to allow a comparison with our
photobleaching conditions. So, we can only speculate that their irradiance level was much
higher than ours. We certainly agree that, given enough exposure, P centers will
photobleach. The main point ofthe present study is that such photobleaching occurs on a
time scale that is much longer than that for R centers.
Having reaffirmed our assignment ofthe 474-nm DRS peak as due to silver clusters with
R center characteristics, we need to consider the unreachable peak at 482 nm. Earlier,
we speculated that the silver clusters giving rise to this peak were the electron-trapping
clusters (P centers) proposed by others. The data in Figure 5-1 would support this
speculation since in the presence of R centers these P centers would not bleach on the
time scale of our experiment. But the silver clusters in question form at all reagent
concentrations |n|, unlike the proposed chemically produced P centers which supposedly
only form at high reagent concentrations. Furthermore, other work with internally
sensitized emulsions showed enhancement of the internal speed by surface reduction
sensitization |23'. If P centers had formed, they would have desensitized the internal
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Chapter 6: Gold-Sulfide vs. Sulfide Centers on (100) AglBr
Surfaces: Characterization and Mechanism
Gold added during sulfur sensitization brings additional sensitivity increase. One effect of
gold has been agreed on by all researchers, namely, the latent images that are partially
composed of gold atom(s) tend to be easier to develop. Thus the minimum developable
size is decreased, which is called the latensification effect of gold. This effect can be
demonstrated by treating the film of sulfur only sensitized emulsion with solutions
containing gold ions after exposure. In this case, gold does not need to be present during
sulfur sensitization, nor during exposure when latent-images are formed. Some
researchers claim that there is another effect of gold, namely an electronic effect, which
works during exposure, making latent-images form more efficiently. The different
experimental conditions such as emulsion properties, sensitization conditions, exposure
time, developing conditions, etc., might lead to different observations. We will attempt to
find out if there is any relationship between the sulfur level in sulfur-plus-gold
sensitization and whether an electronic effect is seen.
In sulfur sensitization, the sulfiding rate for a cubic emulsion is lower than that of an
octahedral emulsion. In sulfur-plus-gold sensitization, the addition of gold to sulfur
sensitization during digestion enhances the conversion of thiosulfate to silver sulfides for
the emulsions containing cubic silver bromide grains, and the low sulfiding rate in sulfur
sensitization is compensated (See reference
' '). This phenomenon is not observed in the
emulsions containing octahedral silver bromide grains or in emulsions with gold added
after the heat cycle. To study the effect of the additional thiosulfate conversion on the
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long wavelength sensitivity we compared two sets of cubic AgBr emulsions sensitized
with same sulfur and gold levels but with gold added either before or after the heat cycle.
The difference in sensitometry should be exclusively attributed to the effect of thiosulfate
conversion and the gold effect on the sensitizing centers formation, if any.
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6.1 Introduction
Gold sensitization has always been a supplemental sensitization method of sulfur
sensitization after it was discovered |1,2'3' and has been widely studied |4"161. Although the
mechanism of sulfur-plus-gold sensitization is not completely understood, researchers
now believe that the gold ions incorporate into the silver sulfide sensitizing centers and
modify the energy levels. Tani and Yoshida proposed a comprehensive model for sulfur-
plus-gold sensitization
,41
where they speculated that the electron trap depth of the
sensitizing centers in sulfur-plus-gold is shallower than that in sulfur sensitization. This is
consistent with the results ofZhang and Hailstone's temperature dependence study ofthe
long wavelength sensitivity |5', and that of Kellogg and
Hodes'
thermally-stimulated-
current (TSC) measurements |6'.
In sulfur-plus-gold sensitization, the gold effect of latensification is recognized by most
researchers
|7' ' ' 1 'li'1 '.In this effect the minimum developable size ofthe latent image
is reduced. Some believed that this effect is the only effect of gold in sulfur-plus-gold
sensitization
|8' n'
i2], whereas Harbison and Hamilton suggested an additional electronic
effect |91. They found an overall speed gain of about 0.7 log E under high, intermediate
and low irradiance exposure conditions in a sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsion
compared to a gold-latensified sulfur-sensitized emulsion. This speed gain was attributed
to the gold stabilizing the preimage and presubimage to favor the nucleation and growth
ofthe latent image. Spencer's estimation gave a similar result for the sensitivity increase
by the electronic effect of gold |7'.
In previous work
|17)'
sulfur sensitization of cubic silver bromide emulsions has been
studied and a model has been proposed to explain both the long wavelength sensitivity
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and general sensitometric properties. For sulfur-plus-gold sensitization this model needs
to be modified. In the present work we studied the electronic properties ofthe sensitizing
centers in sulfur-plus-gold sensitizations using diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS),
long wavelength sensitivity, and other sensitometric approaches.
In the next section the materials used and experimental procedures will be described.
Then the experimental results, including sensitometric results, long wavelength
sensitivity and its temperature dependence, and DRS measurement will be presented,
followed by discussion and a proposed mechanism. Finally some conclusions will be
stated.
6.2 Experimental
Emulsions, Sensitization and Coating. The Agl.oiBr 99 cubic emulsion used in this work
has been described in a previous paper |17'. It has a nominal edge length of 0.55 pm.
Unhardened coatings on clear acetate support with a silver level designed to provide a
Dmax of about 1.5 were made using an extrusion coater. 4-hydroxy-6-methyl-l,3,3a,7-
tetraazaindene (TAI) was added at 0.7 g/mole Ag as a stabilizer following sensitization.
The emulsion was chemically sensitized with Na2S2035H20 for sulfur sensitization and
KAuCL for gold sensitization, at pH 5.6 and vAg 90 mV (pAg=8), both measured at 40
C. The samples were held for 40 min at 70 C. The heating and cooling rates between 40
and 70 C were 1.5 C /min. To study the effect of gold addition temperature, emulsions
were sensitized following the procedure above, except that the gold was added after the
emulsions went through the heat cycle and returned to 40 C, followed by a 30-minute
hold before adding TAI. For the long wavelength A Speed calculation (see below), gold
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only sensitization was done at both 70 C (gold is added with sulfur sensitizer before the
heat cycle) and 40 C (gold is added after heat cycle when sulfur sensitization is over)
with the same procedures described above. In this work, emulsions sulfur-plus-gold
sensitized by adding the gold at 40 C before the heat cycle and at 40 C after the heat
cycle are denoted as 4S+Au(70) and 4S+Au(40), respectively, where 4S indicates 4 mg
Na2S2035H20/mole Ag and n indicates the mg of KAuCl4/mole Ag. Using the same
symbolism but omitting the n genetically refers to the two types of sulfur-plus-gold
sensitization. Emulsions gold only sensitized are denoted as Au(70) andAu(40).





using a combination of an EG&G Mark VII sensitometer and a conventional sensitometer
with a 1000 W tungsten-halogen light source. All exposures were made without color
filtration. Detection ofthe latent image was done with D-19 development at 20 C for 6
min using nitrogen-burst agitation. Speeds were determined at the midpoint of the D-log
E curve [0.5(Dmax+Dmin)].
Long wavelength sensitivity. The long wavelength exposures at room temperature and
between -40 C and 10 C were made using a variable temperature vacuum sensitometer
described previously |S|. To minimize the effect of oxygen, all samples were outgassed
for 16 hours before exposure. Interference filters with a half bandwidth of 25 nm were
used for the exposures from 500 nm to 650 nm, and interference filters with a half
bandwidth of 70 nm were used for the exposures at 700 nm and greater. Speeds were
determined at 0. 1 5 above fog density since long wavelength sensitivity of the emulsions
were too low to show the midpoint between Dmax and fog in the D-log E curve. All
speeds are reported in log E units. The speeds were first corrected for irradiance and
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exposure time differences to achieve an equal-incident-photon comparison, and then
corrected for differences in blue speed among the different emulsions. The long
wavelength sensitivity data are the average of two or more independent experiments.
A long wavelength A Speed was obtained by subtracting a reference speed from the
emulsion speed corrected by the procedures above. The reference used was the emulsion
sensitized under the same conditions but without sulfur. For example, the unsensitized
emulsion speed was subtracted from the speed of the 4S emulsion, and the speed of the
4Au(70) emulsion was subtracted from the speed ofthe 4S+4Au(70) emulsion to get the
A Speed of4S and 4S+4Au(70), respectively.
Activation energies are obtained from Arrhenius plots in which speed expressed as log E
is plotted against 1/T. That is, the following relationship is assumed valid
E(T) = Aexp(AE/kT), (1)
where E(T) is the exposure at temperature T required to produce a fixed density above
fog, A is a preexponential factor, AE is the apparent activation energy, and k is
Boltzmann's constant. The AE values were obtained from a linear regression fit of the
data, which also provided a standard deviation ofthe fit. Tabulated AE values include the
2-sigma uncertainties from this regression fit. The activation energies of long wavelength
sensitivity were corrected for the intrinsic temperature dependence by first subtracting 20
meV from the 400 nm activation energy to correct for the temperature dependence of
light absorption |13', and then subtracting the resulting activation energy from that of the
long wavelength sensitivity.
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Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy (DRS). To enhance the signal/noise ratio, the
emulsions were sensitized at three times the sulfur and gold level used for the
sensitometric experiments, using the same sensitizing conditions. The emulsions were
coated and dried on glass plates. The reflectance spectra were measured by scanning the
samples from 1200 nm to 240 nm. Baseline adjustment was made by assuming that no
absorptions exist in the range of 1000-1200 nm. Then the spectrum ofthe unsensitized
emulsion was subtracted from those of the sensitized ones. The absorption spectrum was
obtained by plotting the negative log ofthe corrected reflectance against wavelength.
Gold Latensification. The gold latensification followed the procedures used by Spencer
171
. The gold solution contained 20 mg/L KAuCl4, 0.25 g/L NaSCN, and 1 g/L KBr.
During solution preparation NaSCN was added before KAuCLt to ensure the Au(III)
would spontaneously convert into Au(I) in a few seconds. The exposed films were treated
with the gold solution for 2 min at 22 C with nitrogen-burst agitation. For washing, the
films were dipped successively into distilled water, the first lg/L KBr solution and the
second lg/L KBr solution for 0.5 min, 0.5 min, and 1 min, respectively. Then the films
were developed using normal procedures.
6.3 Results
6.3.7 Sensitometry.
Sensitometry ofthe S+Au(70) at 0.01 s is shown in Figure 6-1A. A Speed is the speed
increase over the unsensitized emulsion. Previous work with this emulsion showed the
optimum sulfur sensitization level is 4 mg Na2S2035H20/mole Ag |171. The sulfur only
sensitization produced 1.1 log E speed increase and 4S+nAu(70) sensitizations brought
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about an additional 0.3~0.4 log E speed increase at low gold levels. At higher gold levels
than the optimum, the speed increase is smaller and eventually falls below that ofthe 4S
sensitization, showing an effect of oversensitization due to the increased thiosulfate
conversion facilitated by gold |I41. The fog density stays low over the range of gold
concentrations studied.
To separate the effect of gold from that of the increasing thiosulfate conversion,
4S+nAu(40) sensitizations were done and the results are shown in Figure 6-1B. Here the
maximum speed increase brought about by gold is about 0.1 log E less than that by
4S+nAu(70), but no oversensitization was observed. The latter behavior is attributed to
the lack of increased thiosulfate conversion at 40 C. The 4S+nAu(40) sensitizations
produce a slight increase in fog density at high gold levels.
6.3. 2 Reciprocity Failure.
Figure 6-2 shows the reciprocity behavior of S+Au(70) (Figure 6-2A) and S+Au(40)
(Figure 6-2B). As expected, the 4S emulsion shows both high-irradiance reciprocity
failure (HIRF) and low-irradiance reciprocity failure (LIRF). At low gold levels for
4S+nAu(70) sensitizations, speed increases and HIRF is mostly eliminated. At the high
gold level (4S+8Au(70)) HIRF is eliminated, but the overall speed decreases relative to
that for the lower gold levels. In 4S+nAu(40) sensitizations, Au levels of 2, 4 and 8
mg/mole Ag give the same reciprocity characteristics within experimental noise. In the
high-irradiance range 4S+nAu(40) eliminates HIRF. However, these sensitizations result





































Figure 6-1: A. Speed increase and fog as function of gold sensitization levels for S+Au(70) emulsions.
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Figure 6-2: A. Reciprocity behavior for S+Au(70) emulsions.
B. Same as A, but for S+Au(40) emulsions.
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6.3.3 Gold Latensification.
Figure 6-3A and 6-3B show the reciprocity failure results of gold latensification on 4S
only sensitization, compared with 4S+2Au(70) and 4S+2Au(40), respectively. Gold
latensification only increases speed at the high-irradiance end of the reciprocity failure
plot and has no effect on the low-irradiance sensitivity relative to the 4S only
sensitization. At exposure times longer than
10"1
s, the presence ofgold at 70 C produces
a greater speed increase over gold latensification, whereas gold at 40 C is only slightly
faster than gold latensification in this exposure time range.
6.3.4 Long Wavelength Sensitivity.
Figure 6-4A shows the speed increase due to S+Au(70) sensitizations at long wavelength,
using the emulsion with no sulfur but only the corresponding Au level sensitization as a
reference. The curve labeled 4S uses the unsensitized emulsion as a reference. Our
previous work with this emulsion has shown that sulfur only sensitizations have their
main effects at 550, 700, and 800 nm |17'. The A Speed values for the 4S emulsion
reproduce the basic features seen in the earlier work for 550 and 700 nm exposures, but
the 800 nm signal is considerably reduced in the current emulsion. We attribute this to
experimental variability. The addition of gold produces an overall increase in long
wavelength sensitivity. The 4S+2Au(70) sensitization shifts the 550 nm response peak to
600 nm, and enhances the 700 nm response. The 4S+4Au(70) and 4S+8Au(70)
sensitizations enhance both the 550 and 600 nm response. The 700 nm response is also
enhanced, but less than that for the 2Au level. The data for the higher gold levels imply
that there might be a response at wavelengths longer than 850 nm.
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Figure 6-3: A. Gold latensification effect compared with 4S+2Au at 70C.
B. Same as A, but with 4S+2Au at 40 C.
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However, experimentally we are unable to access this region because an unpractical
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Figure 6-4: A. Long wavelength sensitivity of S+Au(70) emulsions.
B. Same as A, but for for S+Au(40) emulsions.
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Figure 6-4B is the same as Figure 6-4A but for S+Au(40) sensitizations. The 4S emulsion
here has somewhat lower speed increase than that in Figure 6-4A due to experimental
variability. As a whole, 4S+nAu(40) sensitizations produce much less response at 700 nm
than the 4S+nAu(70) sensitized emulsions. The 4S+4Au(40) sensitization produces a
larger response than either the low or high gold level in the 550-600 nm region. In fact,
the 4S+2Au(40) sensitization produces very little response in this region. As with the 70
C sensitizations, these 40 C sensitizations appear to introduce a response at 850 nm and
longer wavelength.
6.3.5 Temperature Dependence ofLong Wavelength Sensitivity.
The activation energy at different wavelengths for S+Au(70) sensitizations are
summarized in Table 6-1. Generally, gold in addition to sulfur at 70 C slightly increases
activation energy, especially at the longer wavelengths. Table 6-2 is the same as Table
6-1 but for S+Au(40) sensitizations. No detectable effect ofgold on activation energy can
be seen.
6.3.6 Diffuse Reflectance Measurements.
Fig. 5A and Fig. 5B show the diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) of S+Au(70) and
S+Au(40) sensitizations, respectively. The gold sensitizations at 70 C increase the 490-
500nm signal with respect to the sulfur sensitization, but decrease the signal at longer
wavelengths. Note that the 12S sensitization signal extends to about 800 nm, longer than
observed with sulfur-sensitized AgBr octahedra |n'18-201. The gold sensitizations at 40 C
produce an overall decrease in signal with respect to the 12S sensitization, particularly at
longerwavelengths.
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Table 6-1. Activation energy for S+Au(70) emulsions.
AE,meV
A,, nm 4S 4S+2Au 4S+8Au
600 7665 11553 12231
700 3848 15056 12335
800 129157 11732
Table 6-2. Activation energy for S+Au(40) emulsions.
AE,meV
X, nm 4S 4S+2Au 4S+8Au
550 34+40 29+31 38+45
600 4542 4842 5452
700 3450 6739 5465
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Figure 6-5: A. DRS signals for S+Au(70) emulsions with the three times sensitization levels as for the
emulsions for sensitometric studies.
B. Same as A, but for for S+Au(40) emulsions.
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6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy
To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, the sulfur and gold sensitization levels used for the
emulsions of the DRS study were scaled up by three times compared to the levels used
for the emulsions in the sensitometry study. But quite similar trends were noted for sulfur
and gold levels identical to those used in the sensitometric experiments. Thus, the
comparison of the DRS results at these elevated sensitizer levels with the sensitometric
results seems reasonable.
Unlike sulfur-plus-gold sensitization at 70 C, in which gold facilitates the thiosulfate
conversion ,141, for gold addition at 40 C any change in DRS signals observed upon
sulfur-plus-gold sensitization against sulfur only should be due to the interaction between
gold ions and silver sulfide clusters. The DRS signals for S+Au(40) show a decrease at
all wavelengths relative to those of the sulfur only sensitization. The decrease in the
signal in 490-500 nm region, which has been assigned to photographically inactive
sulfide
l17' 21', suggests that the gold ions interact with these centers. The decrease in the
longer wavelength DRS signals, which correspond to
single- and multiple-sulfide centers
|17'211, suggests that the gold ions are incorporated into the sensitizing centers and change
the absorption property of the active sulfide centers also. Earlier work with AgBr
octahedra has shown a monotonic decrease in the DRS signal at all wavelengths as the
gold level is increased |ni. As gold does not affect the thiosulfate conversion in these
octahedra, those data provide a good comparison with the DRS results of S+Au(40) in
our experiments.
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The DRS result for S+Au(70) can be explained by an increase in thiosulfate conversion at
this temperature facilited by the gold, as an additional effect of gold to that described
above for S+Au(40). The increased thiosulfate conversion should increase the DRS signal
at all wavelengths
|17' ,8'. So gold has two effects on the DRS signals for S+Au(70)
sensitizations: (1) increasing DRS signals by enhancing thiosulfate conversion, and (2)
decreasing DRS signals by its incorporation into the sensitizing centers and changing
their optical properties. In a particular wavelength region, whether the DRS increases or
decreases depends on the net result of these two effects. In the 490-500 nm region the
first effect is clearly observed. For better comparison, the DRS results for S+Au(70) and
S+Au(40) were normalized so that the maximum DRS values of the same sensitization
levels at the two temperatures were identical. The DRS signals at longer wavelengths for
S+Au(70) are very similar with that for S+Au(40) after normalization (not shown since
the information is derived and the shape of the curves are similar to those before
normalization), showing that the second effect is dominant.
A decrease in DRS signal implies that the gold has reduced the absorption coefficient, so
either the extinction coefficient ofthe center or the center's concentration decreases, or
some combination of these two effects has occurred. Van Doorselaer and Charlier have
ascribed the decreased absorption to an extinction coefficient decrease because the gold
ions have driven the interstitial silver ions out ofthe sensitizer centers [n|.
Kanzaki and Tadakuma have suggested that one role of gold is to breakup the sulfide
centers, causing dimers to be converted to monomers and monomers to be converted into
photographically inactive centers ,151. These conclusions were based on the decrease in
both luminescence and IR-modulated luminescence in spectral regions assigned to sulfide
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monomers and dimers. However, their sulfur-plus-gold sensitizations also included
KSCN. Results from our lab have shown large effects of
SCN"
on long wavelength
signals resulting from sulfur sensitization |22'. In addition, thiocyanate is known to affect
the DRS signal of sulfide centers, decreasing it at shorterwavelengths and increasing it at
long wavelengths |n'16'22>. Thus, the effects observed by Kanzaki and Tadakuma are not
easily ascribed solely to gold. Until this issue is explored more quantitatively in
appropriately designed systems, we prefer to interpret the effect of gold on our DRS
signals as due to a decrease in the extinction coefficient, possibly due to the displacement
of interstitial silver ions in the centers by gold ions. This conclusion is supported by the
similar effects seen for both S+Au(70) and S+Au(40). In the latter case a breakup ofthe
sulfide centers by gold seems unlikely.
6.4.2 Long Wavelength Sensitivity
For S+Au(40), due to the lack of an increase in thiosulfate conversion, a negligible speed
increase at long wavelengths might be expected. The results at wavelengths greater than
650 nm are consistent with this explanation, but at 600 nm, at least for the two higher
gold sensitization levels, there is a significant speed increase (Figure 6-4B). As noted
earlier, the single-sulfide center has its main effect on long wavelength sensitivity at 550
nm. The incorporation of gold into this silver sulfide center may cause a shift in
absorption to 600 nm. Alternatively, the 600 nm response may be due to an entirely new
center ofunknown stoichiometry.
For S+Au(70) the increase in long wavelength sensitivity is approximately the same for
all three levels of gold studied (Figure 6-4A). It seems that the lowest gold level is
sufficient to bring about the maximum long wavelength sensitivity increase and the two
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higher gold levels do not lead to more thiosulfate conversion. Similar to what we saw in
sulfur only sensitized versions of this emulsion |171, the sensitivity at 550, 700 and 800 nm
are improved and speed increases are all quite similar to that seen with sulfur only
versions, but with a thiosulfate level of 8 mg. This suggests roughly a factor of two
increase in the deposited sulfide, due to the increased thiosulfate conversion. In addition
to the speed increase at the wavelengths expected for the sulfur-sensitized emulsion, a
speed increase also occurs at 600 nm. This is consistent with the dominant speed increase
seen at this wavelength for S+Au(40). This latter effect could be due to the electronic
effect of gold, whereas the speed increases seen at other wavelengths are predominantly
due to the increased thiosulfate conversion.
Activation energies for long wavelength sensitivity were remarkably insensitive to the
presence of gold. The slight increase in activation energy seen for the S+Au(70)
sensitizations can be attributed to the higher effective sulfur level due to increased
thiosulfate conversion. Previous work with sulfur only sensitizations of this emulsion has
shown that the activation energy at 700 and 800 nm increases with increasing thiosulfate
concentration ,17'. The consistency of activation energy at these wavelengths for different
levels of gold again suggests that the gold effect is saturated in terms of enhancing the
thiosulfate conversion. The lack of effect on activation energy for the S+Au(40)
sensitizations is consistent with the interpretation that there is no increased thiosulfate
conversion at this temperature.
In previous studies we have interpreted the measured activation energy as that for hole
release from the excited sulfide center '5|. This energy, therefore, allows us to position the
energy of the ground state of the sulfide center above the valence band maximum.
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Because the activation energies for the 4S emulsion are well within experimental
uncertainty of earlier work, we can use the same energy level picture as proposed earlier
for sulfur only sensitization ,n|. Surprisingly, the gold does not seem to affect the ground-
state energy level ofthe sulfide center.
6.4.3 Sensitometry
The role of gold in sulfur-plus-gold-sensitization is still in debate. Two typical
phenomena are observed. Some researchers have only observed the latensification or
development effect in which the minimum developable size is reduced, due to a latent
image that is partly or wholly gold atom(s)
[8' 12\ The minimum developable size of the
latent image is most likely three atoms in sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsions so the
possible latent image compositions are AU3, Au2Ag, or AuAg2, whereas, the minimum
developable size should be five atoms without gold present in the latent-image center l23'.
Spencer has suggested that the incorporation ofgold into the latent-image may occur by a
disproportionation mechanism . Others have found, at least for some emulsions, that
there are two effects the development effect just discussed and an electronic effect in
which the efficiency of latent-image formation is improved
|9' 10'.
The latensification effect is only important at high irradiance where the smallerminimum
developable size reduces the dispersity inefficiency, leading to a decrease or elimination
of HIRF. The electronic effect increases speed further at all irradiances, but tends to be
somewhat greater at low irradiance. The precise nature of the electronic effect is
speculative at this time. Perhaps during the period of the latent-image formation the
initial atom state is a Au atom which may be more stable than the Ag atom in
unsensitized or sulfur-sensitized emulsions. This would enhance the efficiency of
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formation of stable two-atom nuclei, increasing the overall speed, especially that at low
irradiance. Alternatively, the Au atom may provide intermediate energy levels that
increase the transition rate between the shallow trap state and the atom state during the
nucleation stage of latent-image formation |24'.
A way to distinguish between the electronic and development effects of gold is to
compare the effects of gold latensification of the sulfur-sensitized emulsion against those
for sulfur-plus-gold sensitization. The gold latensification result is a measure of the
development effect, whereas the sulfur-plus-gold result indicates the development effect
plus any electronic effect (Figure 6-6). To illustrate these two effects an example is
shown in Figure 6-7 for AgBr octahedra at two sensitizer levels. More details concerning
these emulsions can be found elsewhere |21'. Figure 6-7A shows the results for an
optimum sulfur level and, since the speed for the sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsion is
very similar to that for gold latensification of the sulfur only emulsion, we can conclude
that the electronic effect is quite small. But the results for a sulfur-oversensitized
condition (4S) in Figure 6-7B show a different behavior. The sulfur level is much higher
than the optimum level. Here there is significant speed difference between the gold
latensified emulsion and the sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsion. In this second case we
would conclude that there is an appreciable electronic effect. Thus, the magnitude of the














Figure 6-6: Schematic reciprocity failure plot illustrating the effects of gold latensification on a
sulfur-sensitized emulsion (S + Lat, development effect) and of sulfur-plus-gold sensitization (S + Au,
development plus electronic effect).
These results are in contrast with those of Harbison and Hamilton ,91. They studied a
slightly smaller AgBr octahedra. For a sulfur level which we estimate as optimum for
their sensitization conditions, they see an overall speed increase due to sulfur-plus-gold
sensitization, whereas gold latensification affects only the high-irradiance speed. A 2X
increase in sulfur level produced a similar effect. It is not clear why these results differ
from ours, but it is easy to see why there exists a debate in the literature over the
mechanism of sulfur-plus-gold sensitization. The sensitometric results seem to be very
emulsion dependent.
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Figure 6-7: A. Gold latensification effect for 1.5S sensitized octahedral emulsion compared with 1.5S
and 1.5S+1.5Au at 70C.
B. Gold latensification effect for 4S sensitized octahedral emulsion compared with 4S and 4S+4Au at
70C.
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The S+Au(70) sensitizations produce a greater low-irradiance speed increase than
S+Au(40) (Figure 6-2). However, as noted above, the actual sulfur level (sulfur
incorporated) in the 4S+Au(70) sensitizations is higher than 4S and we speculate it is
about 8S based on the long wavelength sensitivity data. Therefore, a more valid
comparison would be the 4S+2Au(70) data with that for an 8S sensitization with and
without gold latensification so that the deposited sulfide levels in each emulsion are
roughly equal. As shown in Figure 6-8, the low-irradiance speed increase is now very
similar to that observed for the 4S+Au(40) sensitizations (Figure 6-3B). For both
sensitization temperatures, the increase in low-irradiance speed is between that seen for
the low and high sensitization levels ofthe octahedral emulsion shown in Figure 6-7.
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Figure 6-8: Gold latensification effect for 8S sensitized cubic emulsion compared with 8S and
4S+2Au at 70C. The concentration of sulfur incorporated is comparable for the three emulsions.
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At high irradiance, the speed increase for both S+Au(70) and S+Au(40) only matches
that of the Au latensification experiment. Together with the low-irradiance data, these
results suggest that the electronic effect of gold exists, but it is substantially decreased in
these emulsions relative to what some have observed for AgBr octahedra '9|.
6.4.4 Mechanism
For the S+Au(40) sensitizations, the results of DRS, long wavelength sensitivity and
intrinsic sensitivity shown in the reciprocity behavior seem to be inconsistent with each
other. The intrinsic sensitivity results show very little, if any, dependence on gold level
whereas the long wavelength sensitivity results are a strong function of gold level, at least
for the sensitivity at shorter wavelengths around 600 nm. Contrary to this latter behavior,
the DRS signals show a decreasing absorption at all wavelengths, when gold is present.
The temperature dependence of long wavelength sensitivity shows no detectable effect of
gold on the activation energy for S+Au(40) sensitizations. If the energetics for the long
wavelength response are unchanged and the absorption is lowered we would expect
decreased long wavelength sensitivity which is contrary to what we observe.
We can resolve the discrepancy between the long wavelength sensitivity results and those
for the DRS measurements by postulating a change in the trapping level associated with
the center when gold is incorporated. This energy level is associated with an electron
trapped at a sulfide or gold-sulfide center. Its position is dependent on at least two
opposing factors. There will be an increase in the energy ofthe trapped electron relative
to the lowest vacant level of the center due to Coulomb repulsion effects, but a lattice
relaxation effect also occurs in which the ions composing the center and those in the
neighborhood move to accommodate the extra electron. Previously we have estimated
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that the energy level ofthe trapped electron is 0.2 to 0.4 eV higher than the lowest vacant
level of sulfide centers lI7'. In a gold-sulfide center we hypothesize that the upper and











Figure 6-9: A comparison of energy levels for a sulfide vs a gold-sulfide center, both relative to the
AgBr energy levels. The separation between the lowest vacant (LV) and highest filled (HF) levels is
determined by the absorption wavelength of that center. As a first-order approximation, it is
assumed that gold does not change the absorption energy ofthe center. The
centers'
HF levels are
positioned by adding the activation energy for its long wavelength response to the AgBr VB energy.
The electron trapping level, which is distinct from the LV level, is hypothesized to lie 0.2 to 0.4 eV
higher than the LV level for the sulfide center, and to lie 0.3 to 0.5 eV higher than the LV level for the
gold-sulfide center.
A higher energy level for the trapped electron will increase the long wavelength
sensitivity and compensate for the lower absorption coefficient. The trapped electron
which is created when the hole transfers from the excited center to the valence band now
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lies closer to the conduction band in the case of gold-sulfide compared to sulfide centers.
This will allow easier electron transfer to the conduction band and lessen the probability
that the trapped electron will recombine with a valence band hole. This higher energy
level increases the long wavelength sensitivity remarkably at 550 and 600 nm.
The postulated shallower trapping at gold-sulfide centers is in line with current thinking
regarding trapping levels of these centers. Based on thermally stimulated current spectra,
Kellogg and Hodes
'61
have suggested that the trapping level of an electron at a
gold-
sulfide center is some 0.2 eV higher than that at a sulfide center. Tani
'41
has suggested
that the trapping level is higher in gold-sulfide centers because a gold interstitial ion has
replaced a silver interstitial ion at a double-sulfide center, weakening the interaction with
the remaining silver ion.
For the S+Au(70) data, the discrepancy of a decrease in DRS signal and an enhancement
in long wavelength sensitivity can be explained in the same way as for S+Au(40) data.
However, the energy level increase is not enough to explain the overall sensitivity
increase at most of the wavelengths, which is greater than that observed for S+Au(40)
sensitizations. Except for the sensitivity increase at 600 nm, which is due to the effect
described above for S+Au(40), the sensitivity increase at other wavelengths can largely
be attributed to increased thiosulfate conversion. This is consistent with our previous
experimental results for sulfur-only sensitized emulsions I171. The increase in thiosulfate
conversion is also responsible for the slight increase in activation energy.
The shallower electron traps suggested for sulfur-plus-gold sensitization provide another
mechanism for the electronic effect of gold. Shallower traps should shift the reciprocity
failure curve to shorter times with respect to the sulfur-sensitization curve, because
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nucleation process is less efficient when electrons are more possible to jump onto
conduction band. The sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsions should show an earlier onset
of LIRF '. This is what we observe for S+Au(40) sensitizations, as shown by Figure
6-2B and Figure 6-8. S+Au(70) sensitizations involve the additional factor of increased
thiosulfate conversion, which will shift the LIRF onset to longer exposure times
|,8)'
Although the postulated shallower electron trapping in sulfur-plus-gold sensitization
reconciles the opposite trends of the DRS and long wavelength sensitivity data, it
presents a potential problem in explaining the sensitometric data for intrinsic exposures.
A more shallowly trapped electron increases the probability that an electron can
recombine with a trapped hole, leading to a decrease in efficiency. This effect may be
compensated for by the development effect of gold. Because the minimum developable
size is reduced there is a net improvement in efficiency rather than a decrease expected
from more shallow traps. This is because smaller silver or silver-gold clusters form more
efficiently |26'. An additional possible compensation mechanism is the traditional
electronic effect of gold described above, but this seems to be minimal in our sulfur-plus-
gold sensitized emulsions.
It has been suggested that gold ions are only incorporated in sulfide centers with two or
more sulfide ions
|4' n|. However, our results show that the DRS signal was decreased at
all wavelengths that we associate with sulfide centers, including that for single-sulfide
centers at 550 nm. Therefore, we conclude that this hypothesis is not supported by our
data. The long wavelength sensitivity data were inconclusive in this regard. The
sensitivity was enhanced at 600 nm, but the stoichiometry of this center is unknown.
Furthermore, it did not correlate with intrinsic sensitometry.
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Charlier et. al. have suggested that there are two types of gold ions in gold-sulfide centers
on (111) surfaces |ni. One is bonded to two or more sulfide ions, whereas the other is
substituted for a silver lattice ion and is bonded to one sulfide ion and bromide ions. The
latter gold ion can be rather easily removed (and replaced with a silver ion) with
thiocyanate as it complexes more strongly with gold than silver. As their results were for
(111) surfaces, it is interesting to speculate that for (100) surfaces only one type of gold
ion is incorporated and therefore we see primarily the latensification effect feature of
sulfur-plus-gold sensitization. Furtherwork will be needed to substantiate this possibility.
With gold only sensitization added at 40 C before the heat cycle we see large increases
in fog and speed. This effect is due to the presence of unintentional reduction
sensitization formed during the emulsion precipitation, which reacts with the gold ions to
produce catalytic gold-silver centers. But such a fog increase is not observed in our
sulfur-plus-gold sensitizations when gold is added before the heat cycle. It appears that
the gold ions prefer to react with the sulfide centers when both sulfide and reduction
sensitizing centers are present on the surface. In the presence of sulfide there is no fog
increase even at very high gold levels. Evidently, at high gold levels the increased
thiosulfate conversion provides additional sulfide centers for reaction with gold.
6.5 Conclusion
The DRS and sensitometric study of the emulsions sensitized by sulfur-plus-gold with
gold added at 40 C either before or after the heat cycle indicates that, by the
incorporation of gold ions into silver sulfide centers, the ground-state energy levels ofthe
sensitizing centers are not changed. This is suggested by the unchanged activation
energy, but the energy level of the trapped electron shifts up slightly relative to sulfide
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centers, which enhances the long wavelength sensitivity. Gold added either before or
after the heat cycle decreases the DRS signal for sulfur sensitized emulsions, indicating
gold ions interact with silver ions in all kinds of silver-sulfide centers, including the
silver-sulfide monomer. The enhanced thiosulfate conversion is responsible for the
different behavior, such as stronger DRS signal in long wavelength region, higher long
wavelength sensitivity, and higher activation energy for the emulsions with gold added
before the heat cycle compared to those with gold added after the heat cycle. The
electronic effect of gold in these sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsions is small and
confined to the low-irradiance exposure region.
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Chapter 7: Gold-Sulfide vs. Sulfide Centers on (111) AgBr
Surfaces: Characterization and Mechanism
Chapter 6 studied the characterization and mechanism of the sensitizing centers formed
on (100) AgBr surfaces. In Chapter 4, it was demonstrated that the sensitizing centers on
the emulsions with these two morphologies, even when formed by the same means of
reduction sensitization, have different electronic properties and act differently in terms of
facilitating latent-image formation. It is natural to extend this study of gold effect in
sulfur-plus-gold sensitization to (1 1 1) AgBr surfaces.
The same approaches as in Chapter 6 are used in the present work. On (111) surfaces,
unlike on (100) surfaces, the presence of gold during sulfur sensitization does not
enhance the sulfiding rate. Sulfiding is carried out much faster on (1 1 1) surfaces than on
(100) surfaces.
The emulsion used in the present work has a core-shell structure which was developed in
earlier lab works. The core emulsion was intentionally sensitized with DMAB and then
shelled with AgBr. The very low sensitization level on the core should not interfere with
any sensitization applied on the emulsion surface, meanwhile the intrinsic and long
wavelength sensitivity of the
"unsensitized"
emulsion is improved. However, this makes
it inconvenient to compare the sensitometric effect of gold in sulfur-plus-gold
sensitization in current emulsion and that used in Chapter 6, because ofthe different size
and raw sensitivity. More work needs to be done to study the gold effect in
sulfur-plus-
gold sensitization as a function ofemulsion morphology.
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7.1 Introduction
Sulfur-plus-gold sensitization has always been indispensable in achieving the highest
emulsion speed and has been widely studied |1"ni. Gold ions are believed to be
incorporated into the silver-sulfide centers m. As a result, the intrinsic sensitivity and
long wavelength sensitivity are both increased. Tani has proposed that the electron trap
corresponding to the silver-gold-sulfide centers produced by sulfur-plus-gold
sensitization is shallower than that ofthe silver-sulfide centers in sulfur sensitization ,21.
Some other
researchers'
work supported this hypothesis ,3'41. In a previous paper ofthe
present authors, the long wavelength sensitivity enhancement of sulfur-plus-gold
sensitization is attributed to this proposed change in the electron trap energy |12'.
In sulfur-plus-gold sensitization, when the sulfur sensitizer is thiosulfate, the addition of
gold can enhance the conversions of thiosulfate to sulfide on (100) surfaces '5|. In
previous work, an oversensitization effect of gold is observed in the emulsions with gold
added before a heat cycle but not in the emulsions with gold added after a heat cycle |12'.
Gold added before a heat cycle in sulfur-plus-gold sensitization increases the long
wavelength sensitivity in a wider wavelength region than the gold added after heat cycle
sensitizations. It is proposed that the energy level of the trapped electron in
sulfur-plus-
gold sensitization shifts up slightly relative to silver-sulfide centers. Whether the
electronic effect of gold during exposure on top of its latensification effect in sulfur-plus-
gold sensitization could be observed seems to depend on the sulfur level.
In earlier work, an unsensitized octahedral emulsion that the present authors worked with
showed very low long wavelength sensitivity
' '. Exposure times on the order ofmany
hours are required to achieve a measurable speed at 750, 800 and 850 nm. This has
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caused too much noise and uncertainty in the results. In the present work a new core-shell
emulsion system is designed to make it more convenient to measure the long wavelength
sensitivity.
In the next section the materials used and experimental procedures will be described.
Then the experimental results, including sensitometric results, long wavelength
sensitivity and its temperature dependence are presented, followed by a discussion ofthe
results. Finally, some conclusions are stated.
7.2 Experimental
Emulsions, Sensitization and Coating. The emulsion used in this work was a core-shell
AgBr emulsion. The core was an octahedral AgBr emulsion with a nominal edge length
of 0.49 pm. The core emulsion was sensitized with 1 pmole DMAB/mole Ag for 30 min
at 60 C to produce some hole-trapping silver clusters ,,5]. The sensitized core emulsion
grains were then washed and grown to larger octahedral grains with a nominal edge
length of 0.66 pm. Such an emulsion system has a higher intrinsic sensitivity even
without any further sensitization than the unsensitized core emulsion, which will provide
convenience in studying the behavior at long wavelengths. Unhardened coatings on clear
acetate support were made using an extrusion coater with a silver level designed to
provide a Dmax of about 1.0. 4-hydroxy-6-methyl-l,3,3a,7-tetraazaindene (TAI) was
added as a stabilizer at 0.7 g/mole Ag following chemical sensitization.
The core-shell emulsion was chemically sensitized with Na2S203*5H20 for sulfur
sensitization and KAuCL for gold sensitization, at pH 5.6 and vAg 90 mV (pAg=8), both
measured at 40 C. The samples were held for 40 min at 70 C. The heating and cooling
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rates between 40 and 70 C were 1.5 C /min. To study the effect of gold addition
temperature, emulsions were sensitized following the procedure above, except that the
gold was added after the emulsions returned to 40 C, followed by a 30-minute hold
before adding TAI. For the long wavelength A Speed calculation (see below), gold only
sensitization was done with gold added either before or after the heat cycle, using the
same procedures as described above.
In this work emulsions sulfur-plus-gold sensitized by adding the gold at 40 C before the
heat cycle and at 40 C after the heat cycle are denoted as 1.5S+nAu(70) and
1.5S+Au(40), respectively, where 1.5S indicates 1.5 mg Na2S2035H20/mole Ag and n
indicates the mg ofKAuCL/mole Ag. Using the same symbolism but omitting 1.5 and n
genetically refers to the two types of sulfur-plus-gold sensitization. Emulsions gold only
sensitized are denoted as Au(70) andAu(40).





using a combination of an EG&G Mark VII sensitometer, and a conventional
sensitometer with a 1000 W tungsten-halogen light source. All exposures were made
without color filtration. Detection ofthe latent image was done with D-19 development at
20 C for 6-min using nitrogen-burst agitation. Speeds were determined at the midpoint
ofthe D-log E curve [0.5(Dmax+Dmin)].
Long wavelength sensitivity. The long wavelength exposures at room temperature and
between -40 C and 10 C were made using a variable temperature vacuum sensitometer
described previously |3). To minimize the effect of oxygen, all samples were outgassed in
vacuum for 16 hours before exposure. Interference filters with a halfbandwidth of 25 nm
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were used for the exposures from 500 nm to 650 nm, and interference filters with a half
bandwidth of 70 nm were used for the exposures at 700 nm and greater. Speeds were
determined at 0.15 above fog density since long wavelength sensitivity ofthe emulsions
were too low to show the midpoint between Dmax and fog in the D-log E curve. All
speeds are reported in log E units. The speeds were first corrected for irradiance and
exposure time differences to achieve an equal-incident-photon comparison, and then
corrected for differences in blue speed among the different emulsions.
A long wavelength A Speed was obtained by subtracting a reference speed from the
emulsion speed, corrected by the procedures above. The reference used was the emulsion
sensitized under the same condition but without sulfur. For example, the unsensitized
emulsion speed was subtracted from the speed ofthe 1.5S emulsion, and the speed ofthe
1.5Au(70) emulsion was subtracted from the speed ofthe 1.5S+1.5Au(70) emulsion to
get the A Speed of 1.5S and 1.5S+1.5Au(70), respectively.
Activation energies are obtained from Arrhenius plots in which speed expressed as log E
is plotted against 1/T. That is, the following relationship is assumed:
E(T) = Aexp(AE I kT) (1)
where E(T) is the exposure at temperature T required to produce a fixed density above
fog, A is a preexponential factor, AE is the apparent activation energy, and k is
Boltzmann's constant. The AE values were obtained from a linear regression fit of the
data, which also provided a standard deviation ofthe fit. Tabulated AE values include the
2-sigma uncertainties from this regression fit. The activation energies of long wavelength
sensitivity were corrected for the intrinsic temperature dependence by first subtracting 20
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meV from the 400 nm activation energy to correct for the temperature dependence of
light absorption ', and then subtracting the resulting activation energy from that for long
wavelength sensitivity.
Gold Latensification. The gold latensification followed the procedures used by Spencer
m. The gold solution contained 20 mg/L KAuCL, 0.25 g/L NaSCN, and 1 g/L KBr.
NaSCN should be added to the solution before KAuCL during preparation so that the
Au(III) will spontaneously convert into Au(I). The exposed films were treated with the
gold solution for 2 min at 22 C with nitrogen-burst agitation. For washing, the films
were dipped successively into distilled water, a first lg/L KBr solution and a second lg/L
KBr solution for 0.5 min, 0.5 min, and 1 min, respectively. Then the films were
developed using the normal procedures.
7.3 Results
7. 3. 1 Sensitometry
Sensitometry ofthe sulfur sensitization at 0.01 s exposure is shown in Figure 7-1. A
Speed is the speed increase over the unsensitized ernulsion. The
"unsensitized"
emulsion
is a core-shell emulsion where the core emulsion grains were sensitized with a very low
level of DMAB, which produced some silver clusters serving as the hole removing
centers. This emulsion, without any further sensitization, showed much higher intrinsic
sensitivity than the unsensitized octahedral emulsions we worked with earlier. The speed
difference was as much as 0.7 log E at 0.01 s exposure. Besides the intentionally
introduced silver clusters on the core, another reason for the higher speed is the larger
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grain size. The volume of this emulsion is relatively larger than the octahedral emulsions
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Figure 7-1: Sensitometric result for 0.01 s exposure vs thiosulfate level for sulfur sensitized emulsions
At optimum sulfur sensitizing level, 1.5 mg thiosulfate/mole Ag, a speed increase of 1.1
log E was produced. Similar speed increases have been observed in earlier work with a
cubic AglBr emulsion ,121. This level was selected for further S+Au sensitization study.
Higher sulfur sensitizing levels showed oversensitization. The internal reduction
sensitization did not raise the fog level, suggesting the silver clusters were confined to the
core. This was confirmed by the fact that gold only sensitization of the shell did not
produce fog.
inSensitometry ofthe 1.5S+Au(70) and 1.5S+Au(40) at 0.01 s exposure are shown
Figure 7-2A and Figure 7-2B, respectively. With sulfur-plus-gold sensitization, both
sensitizations brought about an additional speed increase of about 0.2 log E over the
sulfur only sensitization. At 8Au, a level much higher than the optimum, a small
oversensitization effect of gold was be observed for both emulsions. The trend showed
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that the fog levels increased slightly with increasing gold levels for the S+Au(40)





Figure 7-2: A. Sensitometric result for 0.01 s exposure versus gold level for sulfur-plus-gold
sensitization with gold added at 40C before heat cycle (S+Au(70))




Figure 7-3 shows the reciprocity behavior of sulfur sensitizations. The unsensitized
emulsion showed no high-irradiance reciprocity failure (HIRF) but some low-irradiance
reciprocity failure (LIRF). However, the magnitude of LIRF was not as much as we saw
in early work with other emulsions I13"171. This should be due to the internal reduction
sensitization, which remove the holes and reduces the probability of hole/electron
recombination. Different sulfur levels gave the same reciprocity failure characteristics
within experimental noise. An overall speed increase of 0.6-1.0 log E could be observed
in the whole irradiance range, yet the speed increase at intermediate irradiance was
largest.
10* 10* 10-* 10"3 10* 10"1 10 101 102 103 104
Time, sec
Figure 7-3: Reciprocity failure result for exposure time from 10"5-1000 s for sulfur only sensitized
emulsions. Labels on curves indicate the thiosulphate level in mg/mole Ag. Note that the speed axis is
inverted so that a lower number means higher sensitivity.
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Reciprocity failure plots of S+Au(70) and S+Au(40) are showed in Figure 7-4A and
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Figure 7-4: A. Same as Figure 7-3, but for sulfur-plus-gold sensitization with gold added at 40C
before heat cycle (S+Au(70))
B. Same as A, but for sulfur-plus-gold sensitization with gold added at 40C after heat cycle
(S+Au(40))
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sensitizations merge in the low irradiance region. In the high irradiance region, the
optimum gold sensitizing level, 1.5Au, combined with 1.5S, gave the largest speed
increase over 1.5S only. The maximum speed increase of S+Au(70) over sulfur only was
about 0.4 log E at the high irradiance end.
7.3.3 Gold Latensification
Figure 7-5A and B show the reciprocity failure of the 1.5S emulsion with gold
latensification, in comparison with the 1.5S without gold latensification, and the
1.5S+1.5Au(70) and 1.5S+1.5Au(40) emulsions, respectively. All the curves merged in
the low irradiance region, indicating no effect of gold latensification in this region. In the
high and intermediate irradiance regions, the speed of the gold latensified emulsions lies
between the sulfur only and sulfur-plus-optimum-gold sensitized emulsions. Gold
latensification produced about 0.2 log E speed increase at the very high irradiance end.
7.3.4 Long Wavelength Sensitivity
Figure 7-6A shows the speed increase due to S+Au(70) sensitizations at long
wavelengths using the emulsion with no sulfur but the corresponding gold level
sensitization as a reference. The curve labeled 1.5S uses the unsensitized emulsion as a
reference. Two regions of prominent speed increase are seen for all the curves except for
the 1.5S+8Au(70), in which only one is seen. One region was between 550-600 nm, and
the other was between 650-700 nm. S+Au(70), especially at 1.5S+1.5Au(70) where the
optimum gold level was used, showed much higher long wavelength sensitivity than the
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Figure 7-5: A. Reciprocity failure result for sulfur only sensitized emulsion with gold latensification,
comparing with that for sulfur only sensitized emulsion and sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsion with
gold added at 40C before heat cycle (S+Au(70))
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Figure 7-6: A. Long wavelength sensitivity result for the sulfur-plus-gold sensitizations with gold
added at 40 C before heat cycle (S+Au(70)). See text for A Speed calculation. Labels on curves
indicate the KAuCI4 level in mg/mole Ag in sulfur-plus-gold sensitization. Thiosulfate level is 1.5
mg/mole Ag for all emulsions. Symbols indicate actual data; curves indicate a smooth connection of
these data points
B. Same as A, but for sulfur-plus-gold sensitization with gold added at 40C after heat cycle
(S+Au(40))
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Long wavelength sensitivity plots for the S+Au(40) are shown in Figure 7-6B. Here,
however, the trend was that the sensitivity increased with the gold level, particularly in
the 600-700 nm region. For all the emulsions in S+Au(70) and S+Au(40) sensitizations,
not all speeds at 800 nm were achievable, not because ofthe emulsion itself, but because
of the low long wavelength sensitivity for the gold only sensitized emulsion used as
reference. The difference between the long wavelength sensitivity of 1.5S sensitization in
Figure 7-6A and Figure 7-6B should be due to experimental variability.
7.3.5 Temperature Dependence ofLong Wavelength Sensitivity
The activation energies at selected wavelengths for 1.5S and 1.5S+1.5Au(70)
sensitizations are summarized in Table 7-1. Apparently, adding gold to sulfur
sensitization before the heat cycle does not change the activation energy at the
wavelengths studied, within our experimental uncertainty.
Table 7-1 Activation energy for emulsions sensitized at 70C.
AE, meV





7.4.1 Long Wavelength Sensitivity
The gold only sensitized emulsions served as a reference to calculate the long wavelength
sensitivity of the S+Au(70) and S+Au(40) sensitizations. There is no speed increase or
fog increase for either emulsion with gold only sensitization. No increased long
wavelength sensitivity over the unsensitized emulsion was observed, as shown in Figure
7-7A and Figure 7-7B, respectively. On the contrary, at longer wavelengths, the gold
only sensitized emulsions generally show lower long wavelength sensitivity than the
unsensitized emulsion. For higher gold sensitizing levels (1.5 and 8 Au), the speeds at
800 nm are not achievable with the regular exposing time. Since the unsensitized
emulsion has also been through the heat cycle, any different behavior between the gold
only sensitization and the unsensitized emulsion should be due to the effect of gold, not
the heat treatment ofthe emulsion during the gold sensitization,
Why gold only sensitization decreases the long wavelength sensitivity is not clear. For an
unsensitized emulsion it might be impurities that cause the long wavelength sensitivity.
When the emulsion is gold only sensitized,
Au+
can react with some substance in the
emulsion system, possibly amino acids in the gelatin or other impurities. It is speculated
that the decrease of long wavelength sensitivity is due to the inactivation of the long
wavelength responding surface impurities by reaction with Au+. Nevertheless, we
consider it appropriate to use gold only sensitization to correct the long wavelength speed
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Figure 7-7: A. Long wavelength sensitivity results for gold only sensitizations with gold added at 40
C before heat cycle (Au(70)), corrected for irradiance and exposing time. Labels on curves indicate
the KAuCl4 level in mg/mole Ag
B. Same as A, but for gold only sensitizations with gold added at 40C after heat cycle (Au(40))
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Unlike our earlier work with sulfur-plus-gold sensitized cubic emulsions (12', where the
presence of gold during the sulfur sensitization enhanced thiosulfate conversion, the
presence of gold during the sulfur sensitization in current octahedral emulsions should
not have such an effect. However, we still see large speed increases in S+Au(70)
emulsions and more modest speed increases in the S+Au(40) emulsions over the sulfur
only sensitized emulsions. This speed increase is most significant in the 650-700 nm
region.
For S+Au(70) emulsions the long wavelength sensitivity is improved in two regions over
the 1.5S only sensitized emulsions. One is at about 550 nm and the other is at 650-700
nm. These peaks have been ascribed to the single-sulfide center and multi-sulfide center,
respectively ,13'. As the gold sensitizer level increases, the long wavelength sensitivity in
these regions increases, reaches a maximum at the optimum gold level, and then
decreases due to the oversensitization effect.
For S+Au(40), there are also two peaks shown in the long wavelength sensitivity plot, at
600 nm and 700 nm, respectively. They could be ascribed to the same species as in
S+Au(70) sensitizations. The long wavelength sensitivity increases monotonically with
increasing gold concentration. It is not clear whether the long wavelength sensitivity
would increase further or not with a higher gold level than 8 mg/mole Ag.
The activation energies at the peak wavelengths increase with increasing sulfur
concentration for octahedral emulsions |161. For our S+Au(70) sensitizations, the sulfur
concentration is constant due to the lack of sulfur conversion enhancement by gold.
Consistently, the activation energies at the wavelengths studied do not change with
addition of gold.
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In our early papers it has been proposed that the activation energy for long wavelength
sensitivity, after correction for light absorption and the activation energy measured at 400
nm, corresponds to the energy needed for the photoproduced hole to enter the AgBr
valence band ,3'. This is supported by Figure 7-8, which shows the long wavelength
sensitivity ofthe core emulsion sensitized with 2S and the core-shell emulsion with core
reduction sensitized and shell 1.5S sensitized. Sensitizations using 1.5S and 2S are both
about the optimum sulfur sensitizing level ofthe respective emulsions, and correspond to
approximately equal numbers of sulfides per unit surface area of the respective
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Figure 7-8: Long wavelength sensitivity results for different octahedral emulsions. Solid circles: core
emulsion without shelling sensitized with 2 mg thiosulfate/mole Ag; open circles: core-shell emulsion
with intentionally reduction sensitization on the core and 1.5 mg thiosulfate/mole Ag on the surface.
See text for details on core and core-shell emulsions
any intrinsic speed differences between these two emulsions. If the electron transfer to
the conduction band was the critical step associated with long wavelength sensitivity after
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photon absorption, internal hole removing silver clusters should not cause such prominent
speed increases at long wavelengths (0.5-1.0 log E). Rather, these results indicate that
transfer ofthe hole to the valence band is the critical step in long wavelength sensitivity.
7.4.2 Sensitometry
The core-DMAB-sensitized emulsion shows about 0.7 log E higher speed than the
unsensitized octahedral emulsions we worked with before
|14' 15' 17'. Part ofthe increased
sensitivity (0.4 log E) can be attributed to the larger grain size. An additional factor is that
DMAB sensitization of the core grains produced some silver clusters, possibly Ag2 as
reduction sensitizing centers that trap and remove holes
,15' 181. During exposure, the silver
clusters can scavenge the photoproduced holes, reducing the possibility of electrons
recombining with holes. These silver clusters only exist on the surface of the core silver
bromide grains, so they do not interfere with the sulfur and gold sensitization on the shell
surface. This emulsion design significantly increased the long wavelength sensitivity of
the surface-unsensitized emulsion, as well as that ofthe chemically sensitized emulsions.
The role of gold in sulfur-plus-gold-sensitization is still unclear. Two typical phenomena
are observed. Some researchers have only observed the latensification or development
effect where the minimum developable size is reduced, due to a latent image that is partly
or wholly gold atom(s) |8'9]. Others have found, at least for some emulsions, that there are
two effects the development effect just discussed and an electronic effect in which the
efficiency of latent-image formation is improved
I10' n|. More discussion on these two
effects can be found in a previous paper '.
To distinguish between the electronic and development effects of gold, gold latensified
films ofthe sulfur only sensitized emulsions are compared with S+Au(70) and S+Au(40),
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respectively, as shown in Figure 7-5A and 7-5B. The lack of any speed increase of sulfur-
plus-gold sensitization at either temperature over the gold latensification at low irradiance
end indicates there is no electronic effect in this exposure region. At the high irradiance
end, the speed ofthe gold latensified films is between that ofthe sulfur only sensitization
and sulfur-plus-optimum-gold sensitization. The speed increase of the sulfur-plus-gold
over the gold latensification is small. We conclude that the electronic effect of gold is
small and limited to the high irradiance end in our emulsion.
The development effect of gold in this emulsion, however, is not as great as observed in
the cubic emulsions [12'. At the high irradiance end where the development effect is
maximum, the speed increase is only 0.2 log E for the gold latensification over the sulfur
only sensitized emulsion. In cubic emulsions we saw a speed increase of about 0.6 log E
under the same exposure condition. This difference is likely due to internal reduction
sensitization which makes large silver clusters form more efficiently in the sulfur
sensitized octahederal emulsions. Thus, growth of silver clusters is more efficient and
dispersity ofthe silver clusters decreases.
In the cubic emulsions we worked with previously, the electronic effect was confined to
the low-irradiance end [12), whereas in this octahedral emulsion it is confined to the high-
irradiance end. The octahedral emulsions have some intentionally produced internal
silver clusters serving as hole removing centers, and the cubic emulsions also have some
unintentionally produced silver clusters on the surface. To explain these different
behaviors, further attempts should be focused on the nature of the silver-gold-sulfide
centers on different surfaces.
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7.4.3 Mechanism
One factor that could enhance the long wavelength sensitivity of sulfur-plus-gold
sensitization over sulfur only sensitization is the efficiency of using the absorbed light at
certain wavelengths, which has to do with the activation energy. The activation energy is
associated with the energy needed for a hole transferring from the highest filled energy
level ofthe sensitizing center to the highest energy level ofthe valence band ofthe silver
bromide. If the activation energy decreases, the hole transfer should be more efficient,
and so is the usage ofthe photoproduced electrons. In our previous work with sulfur only
sensitized cubic and octahedral emulsions, the activation energies at long wavelengths
increase with increasing sulfur sensitizing levels
[13' 16'. In the emulsions of the present
study the activation energy for 1.5S+1.5Au(70) sensitization is the same as that for the
1.5S only sensitization, consistent with the lack ofthe increasing sulfur conversion effect
ofgold in octahedral emulsions.
Alternatively, the higher long wavelength sensitivity of sulfur-plus-gold sensitization
compared to sulfur only sensitization can be caused by increased light absorption, which
could be caused by either a higher extinction coefficient ofthe species absorbing the light
at that wavelength, or the increasing amount of this species, or some combination of these
two effects. However, other
researchers'
work has shown that the addition of gold to
sulfur sensitization decreases the absorption by octahedral emulsions at long wavelengths
|1'. Similar phenomena were observed in the cubic emulsions used in our earlier
experiments |12'. In our opinion, an absorption increase can not be the reason for
increased long wavelength sensitivity in our sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsions.
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In our previous paper on sulfur-plus-gold sensitized cubic emulsions, it was postulated
that the electronic trap becomes shallower when gold incorporates into the silver-sulfide
sensitizing center |121. This hypothesis is supported by the results of the current
emulsions. The energetics of hole transfer for the silver-sulfide centers in sulfur only
sensitization and silver-gold-sulfide centers in sulfur-plus-gold sensitization
corresponding to the long wavelength sensitivity are similar. Since the activation energy
is constant, the highest filled energy levels of both kinds of centers are about the same
above the maximum of the valence band of the silver bromide. The gap between the
highest filled energy level and the lowest vacant energy level should be the energy
corresponding to the wavelength of the light absorbed by this center. Due to the
incorporation of the gold, it is proposed that the energy level of the electron trap in a
silver-gold-sulfide center is raised by about 0.2 eV relative to that for a silver-sulfide
center, allowing greater probability of the electron transferring to the conduction band.
Thus, the possibility of electron/hole recombination is reduced, and latent-image
formation is facilitated.
The long wavelength sensitivity behavior seems to be inconsistent with the sensitometric
results. The intrinsic speeds of the S+Au(70) and S+Au(40) emulsions are similar,
whereas for long wavelength speed, the former is considerably higher than the latter.
Moreover, for S+Au(70) emulsions, both long wavelength sensitivity and reciprocity
failure show that 1.5S+1.5Au(70) is the optimum level. For S+Au(40) emulsions,
however, the reciprocity failure indicates that the 1.5S+1.5Au(40) is optimum and
1.5S+8Au(40) is oversensitized, whereas long wavelength sensitivity suggests that no
oversensitization effect exists.
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It is reasonable to assume that in emulsions gold sensitized at both temperatures, the
nature of the silver-gold-sulfide centers are the same. The difference in intrinsic
sensitivity and long wavelength sensitivity should be caused by the difference in the
number of these kind of centers. If we take the hypothesis that the electron trap of the
silver-gold-sulfide center is shallower than that of the silver-sulfide center, then more
silver-gold-sulfide centers should lead to higher long wavelength sensitivity, since the
sulfide monomer, dimer and multimer are the species corresponding to the long
wavelength sensitivity.
We speculate that the gold ions have to overcome an energy barrier to incorporate into
silver-sulfide centers. At 40 C this reaction is less favored, thus not as many silver-gold-
sulfide centers are formed as at 70 C. This successfully explains why S+Au(40) is
slower than S+Au(70) in long wavelength sensitivity and why the high-irradiance
intrinsic speed is some 0.2 log E slower.
The speculation above can not explain why the oversensitization effect only has impact
on reciprocity failure yet not on the long wavelength sensitivity. However, there is not
necessarily a correlation between the intrinsic sensitivity and long wavelength sensitivity,
i.e., the long wavelength sensitivity does not have to follow the trend of intrinsic
sensitivity. The intrinsic sensitivity includes sensitivity at all the wavelengths. However,
it is the sensitivity at shorter wavelengths, mostly at 400 nm, that contribute the most to
the intrinsic sensitivity. The long wavelength speed decreases very rapidly with the
increasing wavelength (See Figure 7-8). The unsensitized emulsion and gold only
sensitized emulsions have about the same speed in 400-500 nm region, indicating that the
gold only sensitization does not have noticeable effect on intrinsic sensitivity for low
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irradiance exposures. In earlier work on sulfur only sensitized octahedral and cubic
emulsions, the long wavelength sensitivity increases monotonically with sulfur level even
though the high sulfur levels clearly showed oversensitization in terms of intrinsic
sensitivity |131.
Another possibility for why the S+Au(70) emulsions are faster than S+Au(40) emulsions
in long wavelength sensitivity is the difference between the Au(70) and Au(40), because
the gold only sensitizations were used to correct the long wavelength speed ofthe sulfur-
plus-gold sensitization. Gold without sulfur desensitizes the unsensitized emulsion in
terms of long wavelength sensitivity. The reason, as discussed earlier, might be due to
impurities or some components of the gelatin reacting with gold ions. If this reaction is
thermally driven, at 40 C this reaction is not carried out to the same extent as at 70 C,
so the long wavelength speed decrease is not as much as in 70 C, i.e., at 40 C the long
wavelength sensitivity of Au(40) emulsions are higher, as shown in Figure 7-7. The
difference in inactivation effect is more notable in low gold levels. At the highest gold
level (8 mg/mole Ag) for both the 8Au(70) and 8Au(40) emulsions, the inactivation
reaction is maximized and the desensitization effect is saturated. Both emulsions show
similar long wavelength sensitivity.
In sulfur-plus-gold sensitization at both temperatures, the long wavelength sensitivity is
mainly determined by the silver-gold-sulfide clusters formed. The inactivation reaction
that takes place in gold only sensitization still takes place, but the result of the reaction
does not have a dominating impact on the long wavelength sensitivity. After correction to
get A Speeds, the S+Au(70) emulsions show overall higher long wavelength sensitivity
increase than the S+Au(40) emulsions. For Au(70) sensitization, where the inactivation
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reaction is presumably carried out more easily, the long wavelength speeds of 1.5Au(70)
are close to those ofthe 8Au(70). But, for Au(40) sensitization, 1.5Au(40) is much faster
than 8Au(40). These different behaviors are responsible for the different long wavelength
sensitivity where for S+Au(70) sensitization it is indicated that 1.5S+1.5Au(70) is
optimum, but for S+Au(40) sensitization 1.5S+8Au(40) is faster than 1.5S+1.5Au(40).
7.5 Conclusion
The sensitometric properties of core-shell octahedral emulsions sensitized by sulfur-plus-
gold with gold added at 40 C either before or after the heat cycle have been studied. The
DMAB sensitization on the core grains successfully enhanced the intrinsic sensitivity and
long wavelength sensitivity of the emulsions without surface sensitization. Our long
wavelength sensitivity results support the hypothesis that the energy level of the trapped
electron in silver-gold-sulfide centers shifts up slightly relative to silver-sulfide centers,
which enhances the long wavelength sensitivity of sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsions.
The gold latensification study indicates that gold has a limited electronic effect in our
sulfur-plus-gold sensitized emulsions. The incorporation of gold into silver-sulfide
centers is speculated to be thermally driven by energy. It is proposed that gold can react
with impurities or gelatin components that lead to the long wavelength response in the
unsensitized emulsion. Thus, gold desensitizes the emulsions in terms of the long
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Chapter 8: Summary and Conclusions
In the study ofthe morphology effect on reduction sensitization, the electronic properties
of the chemically produced silver clusters on the surface of the octahedral and cubic
AgBr emulsions were studied. Prior to sensitization with DMAB, SnCl2, or high pH,
these emulsions had the same efficiency. The results suggest that the octahedral emulsion
has the potential to achieve a higher maximum speed increase. This difference may be
due to fewer number of available sites for silver cluster formation on cubic surfaces.
Gelatin concentration studies showed that the gelatin and/or impurities do play a role in
silver cluster formation by high pH treatment. The precise role of
OH"
is uncertain.
Chemically produced silver clusters lead to a 476-nm peak in DRS spectra of AgBr
emulsions and it can be resolved into two component peaks one at 474 nm which
photobleaches, and a less intense one at 482 nm that does not. The 474-nm peak has been
assigned to hole-removing silver clusters. This interpretation has been questioned since
photoproduced silver clusters, which are obviously electron-trapping, are also known to
photobleach (solarization). This possibility was examined with photoproduced silver
clusters and photobleach conditions which were identical to those used for the earlier
photobleach study. Such clusters are found to photobleach, but not to the extent that
would explain the observed photobleaching ofthe 474-nm DRS peak. In the presence of
a modest amount ofhole-removing silver clusters provided by reduction sensitization, the
photoproduced silver clusters underwent minimal photobleaching. These results support
the earlier assignment ofthe 474-nm DRS peak to hole-removing silver clusters.
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To study the gold effect in sulfur-plus-gold sensitization, cubic AglBr emulsions
sensitized by sulfur-plus-gold with gold added at 40 C either before or after sulfur
sensitization were prepared. Gold ions incorporate into the silver sulfide centers and
decrease the DRS response. The emulsion with gold added before the heat cycle showed
a dependence of the speed increase at 0.01 sec and reciprocity failure property on gold
amount, whereas, the emulsion with gold added at 40 C after the heat cycle did not.
Gold present at the elevated sensitization temperature enhanced long wavelength
sensitivity in a wider wavelength region than gold added after the heat cycle. The
different sensitometric behavior between gold added before or after the heat cycle could
be explained by the enhanced thiosulfate conversion effect of gold at 70 C. The electron
trapping energy level of the sensitizing center is speculated to be slightly higher for
sulfur-plus-gold than sulfur sensitization. Opposite trends were observed in DRS and
long wavelength sensitivity when the gold level increased. Whether the electronic effect
of gold during exposure on top of its latensification effect in sulfur-plus-gold
sensitization could be observed seems to be dependent on the sulfur level. A mechanism
is proposed.
To extend the study of gold effect on cubic grain surfaces octahedral core-shell AgBr
emulsions sensitized by sulfur-plus-gold with gold added at 40 C either before or after
sulfur sensitization were prepared. The core emulsion was sensitized with a low level of
DMAB and it enhanced the intrinsic sensitivity and long wavelength sensitivity of the
emulsion with an unsensitized shell. Oversensitization was observed for a high gold level
in sulfur-plus-gold sensitization for both types of gold addition (70 C and 40 C). The
electronic effect of gold is small in these emulsions. Sulfur-plus-gold sensitization
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increases the long wavelength sensitivity more than sulfur only sensitization, but
generally more so for gold added before the sulfur sensitization. To explain the
enhancement ofthe long wavelength sensitivity ofthe sulfur-plus-gold sensitization over
sulfur sensitization it is proposed that the energy level of the trapped electron in
silver-
gold-sulfide centers is slightly higher than in silver-sulfide centers. The dependence of
long wavelength sensitivity on the type of gold addition is explained by proposing that
gold ions have to overcome an energy barrier to incorporate into the silver-sulfide
centers. Gold ions decrease the long wavelength sensitivity in gold only sensitization,
which is suggested to be due to a reaction with surface impurities or gelatin components
that lead to the long wavelength response in the unsensitized emulsion.
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Appendix: Regression Fit of the Reciprocity Failure Property
Figures
In Chapter 4, 6 and 7, the reciprocity failure property of the different emulsions and
sensitizations were presented in the form of linear regressions of the experimental data
points. The data points were not shown in those figures. In this appendix the figures are
provided with the data points shown so that it is easier to see how well the regressions fit
the data.
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Figure App-2: Reciprocity failure property as in figure 6-2 but with the data points ofthe linear
regression curves.
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Figure App-4: Reciprocity failure property as in figure 6-7 butwith the data points ofthe linear
regression curves.
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Figure App-7: Reciprocity failure property as in figure 7-4 but with the data points ofthe linear
regression curves.
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Figure App-9: Reciprocity failure property as in figure 7-7 but with the data points ofthe linear
regression curves.
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Figure App-10: Reciprocity failure property as in figure 7-8 but with the data points of the linear
regression curves.
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